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THE NORTH FACE ATHLETE MIKE WOLFE RUNNING STRONG IN JASPER NATIONAL PARK.
STORMY TRAIL JACKET,  BETTER THAN NAKED™ CREW + SHORTS. PHOTO: TIM KEMPLE

DRYING IN MOTION
THE NEW STANDARD IN SWEAT REMOVAL AND TEMPERATURE REGULATION
FlashDry molecular drying technology acts like your second skin, pushing moisture to the
surface of the fabric and eliminating it. During high-endurance activities, FlashDry works
with your body to keep you dry, cool and focused.

Find out more about FlashDry
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PH: 02 8306 3311
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disclaimer > 
Trail running and other activities described in this magazine can carry significant  

risk of injury or death. Especially if you are unfit. Undertake any trail running or  

other outdoors activity only with proper instruction, supervision, equipment and  

training. The publisher and its servants and agents have taken all reasonable care  

to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication and the  

expertise of its writers. Any reader attempting any of the activities described in  

this publication does so at their own risk. Neither the publisher nor any of its 

servants or agents will be held liable for any loss or injury or damage resulting from 

any attempt to perform any of the activities described in this publication, nor be 

responsible for any person/s becoming lost when following any of the guides or  

maps contained herewith. All descriptive and visual directions are a general guide  

only and not to be used as a sole source of information for navigation. Happy trails. 
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DESIGNED 
FOR FREEDOM
Go there, faster.  Everything we make is designed to  
enable greater freedom of movement in the mountains.  
The result is lightweight, ergonomic gear   
for the most liberated outdoor experiences. 
See more at salomon.com
For your nearest stockist, free call 1800 651 872
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Image > Jez Bragg on one of the  

more meandering sections  

of Te Araroa Trail, Lake Tekapo 
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I look at the large format canvas in front of me and ponder. 

I guess I’m supposed to be pondering the way the artist 
has captured the light, the technique to be admired in the 
brushstrokes, what the scene – of a swathe of earth near 
Tibooburra located at the remote intersection of the Victorian, 
South Australian and Queensland state borders – makes me feel. 

I’ll tell you what it makes me feel: like I want to go run it. I want to 
jump into that canvas and run through the brushstrokes, explore 
the terrain the artist has captured for the ‘cultural crowd’ that mills 
around musing, supping champers, demolishing cheese platters  
and generally engaging in discourse that has absolutely nothing  
to do with running whatsoever and is never likely to (judging by  
a few of the postures and paunches pontificating around the room). 

Anyway, I’m here, in amidst this arty crowd and all I can  
think of is trail running the lands that the three artists on  
show have captured. Stick with me here, there’s a parallel  
between the art world and ours. 

One of the artists is revered Gippslander, Gary Miles. His son,  
Beau, just happens to be the first person to have successfully run  
the length of the Australian Alpine Walking Trail. He’s the reason 
I’m here – Beau is showing his film of that feat up at the Brooks  
Trail Run Fest, happening on Mount Baw Baw, and which I am 
curating (oh, such an artsy term).  Beau is also tapping back  
in to his Dad’s talent with his hands, rather than his feet,  
these coming days as he turns some wood medallions for some  
of the event winners at Baw Baw.  I happen to be staying at  
his rural property on the way up the mountain and so I find  
myself here at the art showing. Beau apologies for dragging me 
along, but I don’t mind in the slightest. 

In the speeches, each artist talks about camping, heading off  
to explore the landscapes they were there to paint, to ‘experience’ 

them as human beings, to discover their ‘essence’ in order  
to capture it in oil daubs. 

All I can think of is that while they experience with a pure 
purpose to go and bottle that earth up and explode it onto 
canvas to share, with all their artful perception of it, we trail 
runners go one step further, to the detriment of the ‘sharing’. 

We run it. We don’t bottle it, capture it, represent it or ever  
try to control its ever-changing light. We are artists of 
movement through our subject, and the art only ever lasts  
each split moment, in each distinct step. 

We leave our art on the trail (maybe where it belongs?). 

Sure, we can talk about it when we get back. I’m now blabbering  
to anyone who will listen about the light up on the ridges 
between Mount Erica and Mt St Gwinear after marking the 
marathon course between Walhalla and Mount Baw Baw. 

But can we ever truly show it to anyone, the way an  
artist can? Can we drag the beauty out of the bush and do  
any kind of justice to it? 

But in that lies magic. The magic of a moment experienced  
and felt never to be replicated nor, really, shared off trail. 

The true art of trail running is to be in that moment.  
And let it seep onto your inner canvas. 

(And then, perhaps, pontificate about that moment to  
a willing – or glazed eyed – audience. There.  There’s the  
parallel to the art world.)

8 AuStRAlIAn Ed’S lEttER > chris ord

Your artsy fartsy editor, 

ChRIS oRd, Au EdItoR

chris@trailrunmag.com 

Dirty Art

mailto:chris@trailrunmag.com


Remember the days before we all (ok, most of us)  
had GPS watches? 

When a run in the bush was accompanied only by bird call, 
trickling water and the steady thud thud of our non-minimalist 
(why did we never call them maximalist?) shoes? It seems  
an inconceivably long time ago when I trawl through hundreds  
of Garmin Connect Activities on my laptop, yet it’s only a few 
short years back.

The advent of the GPS watch and the possibility it creates for  
all kinds of geeky logging and analysis raises an interesting 
question. Has it enhanced or eroded the sport trail running?  
Are we now too fixated on the numbers and becoming  
oblivious to the pure essence of trail running that got us  
hooked in the first place?

At the start of this year I was feeling a little low on motivation  
and without any huge new goals to set my sights on I decided  
to declare 2013 to be the Year of the Streak. I would attempt  
to run every day for a year, no rest days allowed. I also set  
a target of running 5,000 kms during the year and so have  
been tracking my progress using my Garmin. 

At the end of January I posted my progress on Facebook and was  
rather taken aback when someone commented that because I  
was counting kilometres I was corrupting the spirit of the sport. 

“What happened to just going for a trail run for the love of it?”  

1 11 0 nz Ed’S lEttER > mal law

Who’s counting?

mAl lAW, nz EdItoR 
www.runningwildnz.com 

Your streaking nz Editor,

was the rather provocative remark that got me stirred  
up and yes, thinking about whether or not I was in any  
way stepping away from the essence of the sport I love.

Having had time to reflect on this I can now emphatically  
answer that question – NO I’m not. The joy of the trail  
and the reasons I do it are the same as they’ve always been.  
The simple act of running on beautiful tracks with great  
mates is still feeds my soul and replenishes my spirit.  
The fact that I’m counting kilometres as I go has in no way  
taken away from the enjoyment. In fact, if anything, it has 
provided me with the motivation to get out there more, 
experience more, discover more and further cement my 
addiction to what for me is a massively rewarding pastime. 

GPS technology is there to be used if you want to, for  
whatever reason you want to use it. And if you’re not  
interested in using it then that’s fine too. Each to their  
own I say – and if that’s not true to the utopian spirit  
of trail running then I don’t know what is.

Happy trails everyone – whether you count the  
kilometres or not.

www.runningwildnz.com
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The NorTh Face  
BeTTer ThaN  
Naked crew

Better than naked? Really? There’s nothing that can compare  
to nuding up, is there? Especially on a hot day. Well, that’s the 
claim The North Face has slapped all over this crew running tee. 
Now, I’ve said it before – there’s only so much you can say  
about a tee… and this one is one that apparently is barely there,  
so surely there’s even less to say? Well, no, actually. It’s what 
they’ve taken away from this shirt (weight) that makes it really 
something. Because I do like being naked on warmer days but  
I don’t believe that I have the chutzpah or Krupica-esque cred  
to be prancing around the trail bare-chested. No one wants  
to see that. So this short sleever is totally the answer. Light as  
a goose feather on the breeze (okay, slightly more at 130gm),  
it is the most damn comfy thing – running attire or  
otherwise – I’ve slipped over my torso. Ever. You put it on  
and bam! You have to ask yourself – have I even put it on?  
You can’t feel the bloody thing. Yeah, of course it features 
moisture-wicking fabric (duh) and has stitchless seams, and  
the ‘burn-out’ ventilation back sucks sweat away, assisted  
ably by The North Face’s FlashDry hydrophilic technology.  
That all means when you pull up from the run, drenched,  
the tee is bone-dry by the time you’ve slammed down a  
protein bar and supped your electrolyte solution. The only 
downside is fragility. Things that can float like a butterfly 
sometimes get smacked by the sting of a bee – an analogy  
that makes absolutely no sense, other than the sting in the  
tail of my love for this shirt is that after many, many miles,  
it did get a fair rub zone up from my run pack shoulder strap. 
Even so, for a hot day hit out at The North Face 100 in May,  
this would be an awesome choice and should last the distance, 
training miles included. And it’s way better than streaking.

www.thenorthface.com.au  

RRP $79.95

gear > a good time to buy…

‘Less is More’ is the approach for this snazzy little number – the catch  
cry pointing to a system of strapping that ‘cinches’ the contents 
simply and efficiently via a quite clever cross-strap set up. It takes 
the shoulder harness strap tension right round to a central back 
crossover, and on through the opposite-side waist belt. It means  
that pulling the shoulder straps and the waist belt snugs in and holds  
firm the run cargo, including the hydro bladder, reducing bounce. 
The X-design also seems to give good torsion along the vertical length 
of the bag, so when you’re navigating those technical mountain  
climbs where there’s more climbing than running, or you’re twisting  
the torso as you Fred Astair-it down nature’s steep rock and root- 
strewn stairways, the bottom of the bag stays with your lower back  
while the upper bag moves nearly independently with your shoulders.  
The shoulder straps are a comfortable, ergonomically sound shape 
and the waist pockets (one zipped, one elastic) do the trick, albeit  
a little too far back on the belt, which also sits a little high for my 
liking (ribs rather than belly button).  The colours were a little  
Jane Fonda for me, but I liked the addition of integrated whistle  
and hydro hose catch (function not fashion being my calling card).  
The top opening is a little restrictive getting gear in and out, the  
zips keeping the mouth open only so wide – I prefer more access.  
No biggie, though. The 5L cargo hold is big enough for the kit  
you’d need on everyday trail runs ranging up to a half or full 
marathon. Overall a decent quality training bag from a brand just 
moving into the trail scene. It will be interesting to see how the 
durability stands up after longer use, but the materials seem solid. 
Interesting addition: a place to write your next of kin on the  
inside label. Ummm…if I’m going to die in the bush, I don’t want  
it to be in something with pink piping. Puh-lease.

www.kathmandu.com.au      
www.kathmandu.co.nz  

gear > a good time to buy…

RRP $119.98

Kathmandu 
nitron  
run PacK

1 3

Telephone > 1800 333 484 

www.thenorthface.com.au
www.kathmandu.com.au
www.kathmandu.co.nz
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In 1907 the police at Newnes arrested a local who was running 
naked through the bush shouting he was Jesus Christ come to 
deliver justice to the little community in the wild Wolgan Valley.

To honour this pioneer of trail running, the ghost town of  
Newnes now boasts the Ted English Bolt, a 6km fun run that’s  
part of the Glow Worm Tunnel Trail Running Weekend.

The bolt takes runners on a tour of the abandoned Newnes township 
and the industrial ruins that are a legacy of the early 20th century 
when it was home to an oil shale mine and a few thousand people.

It is the scenic splendour of the Wolgan and the fascinating 
industrial history of Newnes that make the Glow Worm such  
a special trail running experience, according to Sean Greenhill  
of event organiser Mountain Sports.

Staged for the first time last year, the Glow Worm weekend’s  
main features are a marathon and half-marathon.

A highlight of the runs is the 600m glow worm tunnel that was  
built as part of the railway line that serviced Newnes in its heyday.

Runners must carry a torch with them to tackle the tunnel  
and can only walk through it, not run, to ensure they don’t  
disturb the thousands of glow worms that line its walls.  
There’s a 30-minute time penalty for anyone breaking the rule.

Most of the marathon is single track, some of it on the bed  
of the spectacular old Wolgan Valley railway line. The start and  
finish for all the events is outside the historic Newnes Hotel.

Last year’s 276 participants found the run through the  
Wollemi National Park beautiful but also brutal in parts.

An additional event this year is the Mystery Mountain Dash.

When you stand on the hotel balcony and look across the  
Wolgan River you are face-to-face with Mystery Mountain, 
an imposing edifice that rises steeply from the river bank.

The fastest male and female to get from the hotel to the top  
– a 370m elevation gain - and back will win $200 each.

www.mountainsports.com.au

TraIL eVeNT preVIew > glow worm tunnel trail running weekend

THE GPS FOR EXPLORERS.
SUUNTO AMBIT

You could call it a watch, but that hardly seems fair. Navigation, distance, altitude, 

heart rate, weather conditions - it’s all at your fingertips. 

Conquer new territory with Suunto Ambit - the only GPS watch that anticipates your 

growing needs!

Stay up to date at www.suunto.com

Like us on Facebook www.facebook.com/SuuntoAustraliaNZ

VISIT SUUNTO APP ZONE AND SELECT FROM OVER 1000 FREE APPS TO PERSONALISE YOUR AMBIT.

www.mountainsports.com.au
http://www.suunto.com
http://www.suunto.com
http://www.facebook.com/suuntoaustralianz
http://www.rebelsport.com.au
http://www.mountaindesigns.com.au
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Based in Rotorua at Lake Okataina, the Big O Trail Run has an 
interesting recent history.  Last year the event became a big ‘X’  
instead of the traditional ‘O’-shaped loop around Lake Okataina, 
due to an unfriendly new landowner.  This year - its sixth - event 
promoters Lactic Turkey Events are again trying to join the existing 
tramping tracks stretching two sides of the lake to make a Big O.   
At this stage this looks to be by boat.  After a 600m marked bush  
crash to the lake’s edge from the Western Walkway, participants will 
have a speedy 10-minute boat ride to the Eastern Walkway about half  
way through their 35km course (race time will be stopped and started  
again, staggered depending on how people arrive at the boat launch).   
The course will still take in the stunningly scenic tracks on both sides  
of Lake Okataina and run past, or in some cases through, 3500  
year-old craters all on a mix of well-established wide and narrow  
native bush walking tracks.  There is also a 19km and 10km version  
of the course meaning an offering for runners of all endurance levels. 

www.lacticturkey.co.nz/BigotrailRun.htm 

TraIL eVeNT preVIew > big o trail run

1 6
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http://www.geigerrig.com.au
http://www.geigerrig.com.au


Wearing white and tight on a trail of mud?  

Trail running  
better Watch its step,  

raves adventure runner rich bowles, 

who reckons  
our sport is  

on a paTh To ruin  
if the ponce and puff continues unchecked…

1 91 8

I remember a presentation I did to a group of runners about the sport  
of ultra trail running. I opened up the talk with a picture of a guy  
badly chaffed on his inner thigh right up to his nuts. The message:  
trail running ain’t a pretty pastime. For your body or your mind. 

Why is ultra trail running so glamorised? Pictures of lean lycra-clad  
Europeans hopping from rock to rock with barely a droplet of sweat  
on their brows, not a smidgen of dirt to be seen on their washing 
powder advertisement whites! What, is this cricket? 

Honestly, do people really believe that running for hours in the  
wilderness is that easy and painless? Or for that matter, that the  
trail is a catwalk? 

There is nothing remotely easy about sweating it out for hours, covered  
in mud and dust, sports gel slapped across your face, a honey and  
peanut butter sandwich squished in your backpack, feeling sick for  
hours at a time, grey faced, chafed, gut tied up, body bruised from  
three falls and mentally wanting to give up. Where’s the glamour in that?

Yet we continue to see pictures popping up all the time of the  
so-called elites bounding up the biggest of peaks, no struggle and  
no sweat, making a sport that is so demanding on both the body  
and the mind look like a Hollywood movie. 

This kind of celebrity should be left to the likes of Women’s Day  
magazine and not cover the pages of our dirty sport. Why do people 
want to copy a guy that looks like he’s off to a fancy dress party?  

Only a few years ago you wouldn’t be seen dead in such 
ridiculous lycra outfits that belong to Jane Fonder’s wardrobe  
or the Good Morning Oz aerobics team.

A tough sport deserves tough clothing, You just have to look 
to the hills of Britain to see real mountain men and women 
bedecked in shorts, singlet, shoes and half a dozen ales in 
the belly. Armoured up they then proceed with a good gut-
wrenching run across the moors with abominable weather. 
Simple. It’s them and base clothing against the elements.  
Not them, technology and a dash of Versace. Now that’s called 
mountain running - none of this compression, soreness-
reducing crap, just real mountain runners that grind it out  
in real running gear.

I’m not suggesting you hydrate and fuel up on beer like some 
of the hardcore guys from the fells, though that would be 
a fine thing. But, back in the day do you really think that 
these athletes had energy bars before heading out; super 
concentrated, mineral-loaded water on the fly; and protein 
packed post run fuel? Nup. Eggs and bacon and a pot of tea,  
a packet of biscuits and tap water while out on the trail, 
finishing up with a few beers and a Sunday roast where the 
nutrition was found in a Yorkshire pud. And these guys  
still hold some of the best records out there, without all the 
dazzle and razzle. 

CoLumN > richard bowles
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Today we see showier types rocking up in outfits that from shoes  
to headband have a colour theme going. Purple shorts and orange  
socks up to your knees, really?  

A “trail runner” doesn’t hit the trails with shimmering and shiny 
gear, oversized watches from a Kayne West music video or i-anything 
with wires connecting everything from foot pods, heart rate 
monitors and music …this is trail running people, not a rave.   
It’s about being out in nature, which brings me to my next 
annoyance…those who are at one with Mother Earth herself.

If I watch another trail running movie about being connected  
with earth, feeling the north winds, taking them on the wings of  
an eagle, I’ll throw up. Yes, trail running brings us closer to  
nature, obviously, but if you think that we become ‘connected’  
to Mother Nature herself on some sort of deeper spiritual level, 
then you should leave those mushrooms on the trail alone.

The pureness of wilderness is one thing; being a spiritual  
part of it, please. If you get lost in your thoughts out there, 
then you’re running dirt roads. Single track, or should I say 
‘trail running’ means that you live in the moment. Why? 
Because you have to think about what you’re doing in every 
second. Think about the eagle wings and you get super close  
to nature, by eating it. Take your eyes off the trail and that 
root, rock, snake or puddle will have you face planted…. 
close enough to Mother Nature now?

Prancing around dressed like a super charged Peter Pan,  
eating grains only found in the rainforest, vegan energy  
bars and praying to the 11-armed elephant will not make  
you a trail/mountain runner, Just get out there and put  
one foot in front of the other. And leave the Disneyland  
glam to the pretenders *

COME UNHINGED-QUICK LINKTM

Quick LinkTM System is your portal to 
custom hydration. Tube disconnect and 
auto-shut off makes it easy to route your 
tube or add accessories to customise 
your hydration system

FILL UP FAST
Big cap for easy handling 
when you are on the go

MEET THE ANTIDOTE
TM THE ULTIMATE CURE FOR 

DEHYDRATION

ANTIDOTE™ RESERVOIR  
Easy-open ¼ turn cap and new  
26% thinner low profile design

GET A GRIP
Quarter-turn cap 
is a snap to open 
and close

AIR IT OUT
Folding arms 
lock out for 
faster drying

KEEP IT TIGHT 
Center baffling and 
low-profile design 
offer unmatched 
stability while 
running

Australian CamelBak Importer     seatosummitdistribution.com.au

THE OCTANE XCTTM
      

Perfect for minimalist running  
Made from ultra-light materials the Octane XCT

TM  
features an 

essential pocket, front and back reflectivity and an overflow 
storage bungee. 
 
Equipped with the re-invented 3L Antidote reservoir, it boasts 
numerous original features and a new, low-profile design for 
maximum stability and enjoyment, on and off the trail.  
Bite down. Hydrate.
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LET’S START AT THE BEGINNING - yOU’RE NO TRAIL 
RUNNING PROdIGy - IN FACT yOU CAME TO THE  
SPORT LATE. WHAT LUREd yOU IN? 

Actually, I’ve been a runner since I was a little tacker. I just tapered for 
about 30 years before making my triumphant return! At school I was 
into athletics and was one of the fastest kids in my year. So over the 
years I’ve ‘jogged’ a bit here and there. In fact, just before I turned 40 
I had this idea I’d like to try a marathon. I’d been in Bali and gone for 
a run along the beach and tried to take a short cut, which ended up 
being, well, not a short cut. 30kms and God knows how many hours 
later I stumped back to where my girlfriend was waiting for me. They 
all thought I’d been kidnapped. When I got back to Adelaide I signed 
up for the Adelaide Marathon, which, in hindsight, was a pretty stupid 
thing to do without any kind of training.

SO THAT WAS THE BEGINNING OF THE MOdERN  
ERA OF SPUTNIk TRAIL RUNNING?

Well, after that, I went to work in Cambodia. The people I worked 
with gave me a staff photo when I left and I was about twice the size of 
everyone else. In fairness, most of the local Cambodians were about 
four-foot nothing and only weighed about 28kgs, but I didn’t much like 
the fact I looked the size of a mini bus compared to them. I’m not much 
into sport or the gym so I thought I might try and do a bit of running. 
I knew I’d need a big, sexy goal if I was going to stick at it, so I signed 
up for the New York Marathon and started running every local race or 
event I could find. I stumbled across the trail running group here in 
Adelaide and basically haven’t stopped running, or stumbling, since.

Flight 
Sputnik

Q+a > SpuTNIk SpuTNIk

He’s a Swashbuckler Extraordinaire  
and one of South Australia’s most  
recogniseable trail runners, but  

don’t expect to see his inimitable double  
barreled name on a leaderboard  

anytime soon – for Sputnik Sputnik  
(his name came from the  

band Sigue Sigue Sputnik)  
trail running is not about a fast time,  

it’s about relishing the time you have…

Interview > Chris Ord  *  Images > Sputnik Sputnik
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WHAT MAkES A GOOd TRAIL RUNNER? 

I think trail runners have to be adventurous, strong and stubborn  
as all hell. I can’t think of too many ‘sports’ where you might  
find yourself out in the middle of nowhere in the middle of the  
night with no another soul in sight...Strong ankles help as well.  
Where I come from, snake hurdling abilities also come in handy.

WE FIRST MET AS ONE OF THE LUCky FEW  
TO CRACk INTO THE FIRST MULTIdAy  
TRAIL RUN AROUNd MANASLU IN NEPAL —  
HOW dId THAT EXPERIENCE EFFECT  
yOU ANd HOW HAS IT INFORMEd yOUR  
TRAIL RUNNING? 

Nepal. Hmmm...what to say about Nepal? OK, look, it was 
awesome. But not at all what I expected. For starters, I wasn’t 
expecting anything so extreme. I know that sounds incredibly  
naive, but I thought I’d done my homework on the distances and 
elevations involved, but basically was stupidly under prepared  
for what was involved. 

I’d had a pretty good year in 2012 putting in decent efforts at the 
Tarawera 100 and TNF100, which I finished despite blowing out  
my knee at the 20km mark. So I thought a stage race would be  
a great way to finish the year and Manaslu looked like a slightly  
more moderate race compared to some. 

Ha! Didn’t get that quite right. It was brutal and I don’t think  
it’s any secret I put in my first ever DNF. Basically I crawled into  
the end of stage three a blubbering mess. I thought I was just being  
a bit of a wimp but when the doctor saw me he told me I was 
suffering from altitude sickness. Which is pretty embarrassing  
really because I’ve climbed ladders that were higher than we were  
that day.

But when you look at an experienced adventure doctor and ask  
what your chances of living are if you go on and he tells you  
“less than 50/50” it’s much easier to accept a DNF. My friends 
assure me that stands for “Did Nothing Fatal” but it still haunts  
me a bit that I didn’t make it to the end. 

I learned quite a bit. I learned not to go for a run up a mountain 
and get lost two days before embarking on a 200+km stage race.  
I learned how to use a squat toilet. And I learned that stage  
racing is actually pretty good fun. You get to really bond with  
your fellow runners which isn’t usually possible in a regular  
event where you maybe see them briefly at the start and finish but 
that’s it. For me, that was probably the best part. Yeah, sure, snow 
capped mountains and yaks and all that was cool. But meeting and 
running (albeit briefly) with people like (British Commonwealth 
Games marathoner) Holly Rush, (world ultra champion)  
Lizzy Hawker and (well known adventure runner) Lisa Tamati,  
was really something special.

WHAT HAS kEPT yOU IN THE dIRTy FOLd?

When I did my first trail run, if I’m being really honest, I didn’t 
even know there was a thing called ‘trail running’. If you’re not  
into hiking or camping, which I’m not, you’re unlikely to ever come 
across people trail running. So for me, it was a bit of a revelation 
to even find out these weirdoes existed. Getting up at stupid o’clock 
to go out in the middle of bloody nowhere and run for a ridiculous 
amount of time…it turns out that I actually quite like it. The people 
were all encouraging and supportive and I got to see parts of my own 
state I never even knew existed. It really was a bit of an awakening.  
It wasn’t intentional, it just sort of happened. 

WHAT WERE yOUR EARLy TRAIL EXPERIENCES? 

Well, I was supposed to be training for the New York Marathon, yet  
I found myself running the 56km Yurrebilla Trail Ultra a few months 
before. I still went on to do New York, but for three weeks before that 
I ran trails all the way across the US from LA to New York as I drove 
across in a motorhome by myself. I ran along the rim of the Grand 
Canyon, through Zion, Bryce Canyon, Niagara Falls, Gettysburg, over 
the border into Mexico, Roswell... So many amazing places! By the time 
I did the marathon I’d already had the best adventure ever and NY was 
just the icing on the cake. I still do some roads, but for the most part,  
I prefer trails. I loved getting back to nature and the wildness of it all. 
It’s definitely kept me sane through tough times at work, relationship 
break ups and all kinds of ups and downs over the past few years.

Q+a > SpuTNIk SpuTNIk



WHy RUN?

Running for me isn’t something I do, it’s who I am. Maybe it always 
was and I just forgot for a while in the middle there. Running for me 
is quite primal. Even though I’m not that fast a runner, when I’m 
walking I feel like I’m going too slow. That I should be running.  
It keeps me sane. It makes me feel alive. Any runner who’s ever been 
injured knows what it’s like - you go mental not being able to run. 

It’s not a story I tell very often, in fact, only a few people in the world 
have known this before now, but when I was a really little kid, I was  
a bit of a Forrest Gump and my legs were shot and I had to wear these 
brace things on my legs. The doctors wanted to break my legs and try 
and re-set them to fix them and all this. Honestly, I was just little so I 
don’t remember the details and I’d basically forgotten all about it until I 
started running again recently and was having a few structural problems. 
But now when I run, I try not to take even a single step for granted. I’ll 
take the injuries, I’ll take the pain, just as long as I can keep running.

IF yOU COULd dREAM UP THE BIGGEST,  
BAddEST TRAIL RUN THAT yOU PERSONALLy 
WOULd TAkE ON - WHAT WOULd IT BE?

I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t interested in things like the Gobi or 
UTMB or whatever. But for me, my goal at the moment is just to run 
in some awesome places. I don’t care if that’s 5km or 50km - just so 
long as it’s an amazing experience. The idea of running in different 
countries, through different terrain, different sights and sounds and 
smells and people and food - that’s what blows my hair back now.  
And the chance to share those experiences with others by maybe 
hosting a tour of some of these places, that’s probably my biggest goal 
right now. I think it was Anton Krupicka, who I was lucky enough 
to meet at Tarawera last year, who spoke about running being more 
about a journey between two places for him than any distance  
in particular. And that’s my focus right now...enjoying more,  
racing less. OK, and yes, I’d quite like to go back to Manaslu and 
smash that bitch. I don’t like unfinished business *

LAST WE SAW yOUR NAME FLOATING AROUNd 
FACEBOOk (AS IT dOES), IT SEEMEd TO BE  
GEOTAGGEd IN BALI, WITH ANNOTATIONS OF 
VOLCANOES ANd VINES, PRAy dO TELL?  

I’ve been going there for about 20 years. But I didn’t venture much 
past Kuta and its nightclubs. Then, last year, I did a run with the 
Hash House Harriers there and I realised how many great places there 
were to run over there. Which got me thinking about the idea of trail 
running across Bali. So I’ve just spent ten days there mapping out 
routes for a running tour I’m putting together. Originally my plan 
was to bash out about 20 or 30kms of hardcore trails a day. But having 
been there and knocked out almost 150kms in a week, I’ve realized 
the heat can be pretty taxing and we’ll probably kill someone if we 
push that hard. So we’ve lightened the load quite a bit to a much more 
civilized level and put more of a focus on the ‘experience’ of running 
somewhere awesome than some sort of lung-busting endurance 
event. It’s not a race or a test of endurance, just a bloody great time. 

dId yOU dIG UP SOME GOOd TRAILS? 

I teamed up with a local guide to find a variety of runs that were  
all linked with really cool experiences. So there’s some trails, some 
roads, some really tough elevation, some really gentle downhill runs... 
jungles, lakes, rivers, volcanos... and plenty of non-running  
activities as well. As we all know, running can be quite a selfish  
activity so we’ve tried to come up with a running-based holiday  
where non-runners, especially partners who usually get left behind, 
can come along and have a blast as well. They’ll just get to sleep  
in a little longer before joining up for the post-run activities... 
Whether that be rafting, riding bikes, swimming in waterfalls,  
riding elephants, watching the dolphins out in the ocean. Or they  
can even walk some of the courses as well. 

BIGGEST LESSONS TRAIL RUNNING HAS  
TAUGHT yOU ABOUT LIFE? 

Running does teach you a lot about life. Maybe it’s just because  
you’re out there for so long with your own thoughts. Running  
and life are basically the same - you start somewhere, finish 
somewhere (and hopefully not before you’re expecting) and  
do your best in between.

I’ve learned you can’t turn up on the day expecting to pull  
something out of the bag if you didn’t put it in there in the first place. 
That magic may well exist, but what we do happens through hard  
work and persistence. And that’s a great thing! The bad news is, 
there’s no magic fix, but the good news is there’s no magic required  
– you train and you get the results. You can fake lots of things, but  
you can’t fake training. If you try, you get caught out every time.  
And for people like me, the race is always just against yourself.  
It’s about trying to be a little bit better today than you were yesterday. 
And when you have a shocker, you dust yourself off, sometimes 
literally, and get up and keep going. Or go again the next day.  
Or the day after that.

Check out some of Sputnik’s awesome creations,  
including his upcoming Bali Trail Run Tour,  

all spattered by his love of of trail running  
(and keep an eye out for his next…what promises to  

be the best book about running ever):

www.facebook.com/inspiruntion

www.facebook.com/swashbucklersclub

www.SwashbucklersClub.com

www.facebook.com/inspiruntion
www.facebook.com/swashbucklersclub
www.SwashbucklersClub.com
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T h e  s ec o n d  a n d  fa sT e sT  r u n n i n g  

o f  n e w  Z e a l a n d ’ s  T e  a r a r oa  

T r a i l  wa s  a  r o l l e r c oa sT e r  j o u r n e y  

f o r  T h e  n o rT h  fac e  r u n n e r  

j e Z  B r ag g ,  i n  m o r e  ways  T h a n  o n e .

B r a g g i n g
R i g H T S

 Words > Jez Bragg *  Images > Damiano Levati / The North Face
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It’s easy saying you will do something, but often the reality of 
performing is not quite so simple, particularly when it comes to 
running a long, long way. Throw in an elite trail runner’s obsession 
with doing things as fast as humanly possible, and it gets more 
complicated still. But a dream is a dream, and when you have  
the burning passion inside, the outcome will definitely be less  
in doubt. That was the foundation for my Te Araroa journey,  
and not far off how it turned out. 

My dream of running the Te Araroa ‘trail’ was born from the moment  
I stumbled across the website around four years ago. At the time,  
the mind-boggling project of piecing a continuous trail running  
the full length of both islands of New Zealand was still in work- 
in-progress, under the watchful eye of the curator, Geoff Chapple. 

Believe it or not, I wasn’t specifically looking for an epic, multi-day, 
challenge at the time. Actually the powerful and immediate attraction 
simply lay in the location, New Zealand; one of the world’s most 
beautiful countries. And that was supported by a dream concept;  
end-to-end down both islands; a journey with a true purpose.  
Just how I like it. I was sold immediately and I wanted to go at it as  
soon after the December 2011 opening date as possible. So how it came 
about, being that way round, meant the deep desire and motivation  
to complete the route lay there from the start and undoubtedly had  
a major bearing on the eventual outcome of the expedition.

The crucial period was always going to be the first 10 days of the run. 
These epic long runs are all about settling into a routine, allowing 
your body time to (hopefully) adjust and ultimately discovering 
whether you are cut out for such epic multi-day stuff. Can you train 
up to the full demands of a run like this? Of course you can’t, it 
would be counter productive to do so, well certainly for anything 
more than a couple of days. So it’s into the unknown, trusting  
your skill, judgment and endurance from previous experiences  
and training, and seeing what happens. All part of the excitement.

My sub-50 day target was self-set and made public, but without any 
real knowledge of the terrain and nature of the trail. Yes, you can 
read previous tramper’s accounts, the guidebook and other material 
on the web, but that’s not from a runner’s perspective, which  
is very different. Runner’s have a different set of requirements.  
The target really based on gut-feeling and a simple calculation of  
the total distance (3,054km) divided by the average daily distance  
I thought I could maintain for the duration. 

No rest days were factored in, I felt these would be counter-productive 
and really, if you need to take a day off a week, you’re probably not 
to make it to the end anyway. Rest would come in the form of water 
crossings, official parts of the trail, where I would kayak across. 

They helped break it up and I always looked forward to them, although 
they always created long days from the time required for changing, 
getting going, moving at a slower pace and then changing back to  
run again afterwards. But I guess they only created long days because  
I wanted to maintain my daily average, so entirely self-inflicted.
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timings would then become important targets for me to achieve.  
I didn’t just trundle along the trail without a care in the world, 
I’m admittedly too competitive for that, I was always looking for 
opportunities to bag more kilometres whenever the opportunity 
arose. With the terrain underfoot unknown, I was invariably 
ambitious with my time estimations, and it was probably bad idea,  
but I found it helped. Target times basically make me tick when I’m 
out in the hills, so there’s no point challenging the thought process. 

One good example of my ambition was when I came out of Lake 
Sumner National Park after a two-day overnight stint, which took 
in a tough section over Harper’s Pass and down the bed of the 
Taramakau River. There I met my wife Gemma who had just  
arrived from the UK. It was late afternoon and I was tired because  
the section had come straight off the back of three days in the  
Richmond Range. Emotionally I wanted to stay, catch up and rest, 
but my mind was very clear that a night section was possible to get  
the notorious Deception River Valley out the way, which I knew  
would still take up a full day in daylight. A day I could gain. It’s an 
upstream slog with a lot of wading and boulder hopping, probably 
best tackled in good weather and daylight, but I was clear about what 
I wanted to do, and my crew backed me. It pushed me pretty hard 
and there were many sections of waterfalls to climb that most would 
class as dangerous, particularly solo and at night, but I remained 
calm and focused, making the crossing over Goat Pass in around 
eight hours. But I didn’t get back to the van until 3am and I was in 
desperate need of food. Again, a demanding situation for the crew.

I was pretty uptight at the start of the run and in the final few days 
beforehand. I knew I was about to enter a seriously intense, at  
times painful, and realistically quite selfish world, which was full  
of unknowns. I could cope with all that, but I always conscious that  
my movements would directly influence the rest of the team, and  
that in turn would influence their expedition experience. I struggled  
to really be that selfish, but that’s not to say I lacked any focus.  
Perhaps I got the balance right – they will have to comment on that.  
But the upshot was I would be calling the shots for 50 odd days and 
‘just running’ each day is certainly not a pressure free environment. 

I’m sure most people would class my schedule as aggressive and 
pushing it too hard, perhaps taking some of the enjoyment away. 
That was probably true at times, and I was all too aware that the 
result would be many late night and early morning finishes which 
would again impact my crew the most. I know it’s part and parcel  
of it all, but it still played on my mind. It was such a sacrifice  
for them to make; no proper Christmas, no proper New Year, 
being away from family and friends for two full months. 

Of course the conflict that exists with a record attempt like this,  
is that the support crew are such an essential lifeline to achieve the 
goal; it would be impossible to do it without them. But at the same 
time there is unquestionably a loss in the purity from not being 
completely independent, and being constantly tracked down the 
route. It wasn’t a negative but simply a fact of the journey, but it did 
always have implications. For example we would agree approximate 
rendezvous times, well I would usually offer them actually, and the 
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Staying on the subject of ‘what do you think about when you run’.  
Well after a few days, it was a lot about food. I ate fairly normally for the 
first few days, and then developed this insatiable appetite for anything 
offering calories. I managed to resist the temptation of throttling  
and frying the possums, but didn’t feel a million miles away at times! 

My food intake and energy levels would heavily influence my  
state of mind. I became grumpy and full of self-sorrow when  
I got low on energy. Conversely, remarkably chipper after a plate  
of pasta with cheese. The simple things were all that mattered;  
food, sleep, keeping warm and dry. That was a nice feeling,  
because it brings a sense of basic human existence, highlighting  
all the clutter in our lives which we don’t need. 

The simplicity became rather warming, to the point you start to think 
about changing your life in certain ways. The network of Department 
of Conservation mountain huts were often my overnight refuge.  
The standard varied a huge amount, but even a 60 year-old mouse 
ridden shack with canvas bunks felt warm and welcoming after  
16 hours on the trail. One night when I crossed Takitimu Forest  

I stayed at a hut with no more overnight kit that a foil survival  
blanket and a cheese and ham sandwich. It was perfectly adequate -  
I wanted to stay fast and light and the weather was good. After a 6am  
to 10pm day on your feet, you don’t tend to be quite so fussy.

My journey involved so much time alone, but I was content.  
I was on a journey with a great purpose, and that was all that really 
mattered. Sometimes, generally in the longer wilderness areas,  
which I crossed with a fastpack, I would bump into fellow ‘trampers’  
or Te Araroa ‘through hikers’. Sometimes I would feel apprehensive 
about making the contact and having a conversation, because  
it would invariably remind me of the scale of what I was doing. 

Fellow trampers usually have the ‘where have you come from,  
where are you heading?’ conversation, and the response I got back  
was usually of shock and disbelief. Brush it off, yes. But if you’re 
feeling a bit tired, it’s easy to start thinking, well this is a bit daft 
really, isn’t it? Sources of self-doubt, or questioning the purpose,  
are generally not helpful. There were one or two enthusiastic  
and immediate pats on the back, that’s the better scenario.

The North Island went as smoothly as it possibly could do, 1,623km 
in 25 days, giving an average of 64km/ day. I even nailed my rather 
ambitious goal to include a Cook Strait crossing by kayak, but it all 
cranked up a notch in severity on the South Island. The Richmond 
Range was definitely an eye opener, with some high level alpine terrain, 
and the introduction of significant river risks. The rivers in New 
Zealand are notorious for coming up quickly when it rains, so you are 
constantly wondering whether there would be a swing bridge in place, 
or worrying about ‘wait out’ scenarios if one become uncrossable. 

The fatigue was also starting to really build. The longer wilderness 
sections requiring a fast pack setup would be slow, not just from  
the pack, but also much rougher terrain. The remoter it gets,  
the less walked it becomes, and the slower it is to traverse. With my 
determined mindset that translated into longer days to maintain 
average, and when out in the wilderness working to entirely my own 
schedule, I would start before first light at 5 or 6am, and continue 
through to gone dark at 10 or 11pm. Food would be limited; 
sandwiches, freeze dried meals and snacks, all had to be rationed.  
I didn’t want to over cater, but didn’t want to get caught short.

“ i  h a d  To  wo r k  

B e yo n d  B e l i e f  f o r  a l l  

m y  k i lo m e T r e s ;  i  wa s  

a  d i f f e r e n T  p e r s o n .  

m y  m e n Ta l  

a r m o u r  h a d  d e f i n i T e ly  

B e e n  B aT T e r e d ”
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In reality I was red lining it as I tried to make my way through 
the national parks of the South Island as quickly and efficiently 
as possible. I didn’t relent in my drive to always push it, but I was 
generally holding up fine. My first major body issue came about 
through having constant wet feet; basically just foot rot between 
my toes. Incredibly painful, and then mentally tortuous when 
switching from dry surfaces to the first water wade of the day. The 
grit would get in and into my sores. Ouch. 

The other pain that started to trouble my mind was from cuts 
and bruises over my hands and legs. The overgrown paths in the 
forests would constantly scratch and the rough grass ‘whipp’, 
making my legs feel raw. These things were definitely wearing me 
down, to the extent that my head would completely go during the 
rougher sections. Gem witnessed my frustrated outbursts, cursing 
the terrain, almost reaching tears quite often. I could handle the 
running, but the roughness was a real frustration.

When I picked up Giardia on day 37, I was already having to dig deep.  
It hit me hard and quickly, forcing me to rest for three days solid. 
My feelings remained fairly numb at the time, not even much  
frustration, perhaps because I felt so empty of energy, but I just  
remained focused on getting moving again at the earliest opportunity.  
That eventually came on day four, but it was a meagre 4km, and no  
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real reassurance I would hit anything like my requirement of 50km+ 
per day again. Patience won in the end, but it was a gradual process 
to get back up to average, and it became a 5+ day loss in the end. 

The whole expedition seemed to flip on its head after that. Nothing 
was comfortable, I had to work beyond belief for all my kilometres; 
I was a different person. My mental armour had definitely been 
battered, so moments of self-pity were far more frequent, and my 
emotions ran higher. I regularly found myself breaking into tears 
and struggling to stay in control. But at the same time I was nearing 
the end, and thankfully that brought a countering lift to complete 
the job in hand. It was fortuitous that it all happened close to the 
end because otherwise, I suspect it may have gone the other way. 

A view of the Bluff peninsula from the top of Bald Mountain in 
Longwood Forest was the moment I knew I had done it. A day and  
a half of running from there would see me at the famous yellow finger 
post, and therefore at the end of my long journey. I arrived a changed 
person, in ways that are impossible to pinpoint but that will become 
clear as time goes by. But one thing I’m sure of is that it’s hardened  
me as a runner, knowing how much further I really can go, and that  
is a source of great excitement for the future. Once I’m recovered *

www.jezbragg.blogspot.com.au 

www.jezbragg.blogspot.com.au
http://www.jungfrau-marathon.ch/en/
http://www.findyourfeet.com.au
http://www.findyourfeet.com.au
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The Cradle Mountain Ultra is rightly regarded  

as an enduring classic, having survived  

without razzmatazz nor huff and marketing  

puff for decades; in fact it has graced the  

Australian trail calendar for more than thirty years,  

eliciting a deep connection with anyone  

who has trodden its sometime muddy length. 

O v e r l a n d
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“The trail was mostly just bog, which seemed like fun for the 
first two hours or so, but after that it started to get to me,  

as everything, and i mean everything, was full of mud by then”  

— Max Bogenhuber, 1987

“Rarely does the runner see any of this. For you the  
primary colour is black. it is in the mud that you can’t take 

your eyes off, in the snakes you hope not to see.  
it is the colour of the leeches, of mosquitoes as large  

as march flies. At times it is the colour of your thoughts.”  
— John Ayliffy, 1992

“The race notes suggested gaiters as an option but we 
discovered they’re obligatory; for the button grass will tear  

the hairs off your legs and the mud will suck your shoes off.”  
— David Sill, 1992

Running along the icy boardwalks, rounding the corners gingerly 
in fear of upending into the button grass beds beneath me, I try 
not to think of how far there is to go.  In shorter races it is easily 
possible to trick the mind into a game of ‘Just around the next 
corner… only a couple more hills to the finish… up and over and 
down the other side…’.  But to think like this may leave one weeping 
on the trackside at Pelion Hut with the wombats and leeches singing 
‘Another one stuck in the mud’.  

Instead, I focus on the hill beneath me and the track winding past 
hanging lakes and up the sharp ridgeline towards Kitchen Hut.  
As I relax into the environment I find a sense of tranquility.  

Darkness hides our fears; at least I hope I am not alone in this 
apprehension. Head torch beams bounce through the awakening 
dawn.  Car headlights sweep into the Waldheim car park. A slip  
of light filters from under the toilet door. The runner’s pack in 
front of me is constantly adjusted – tightened, loosened, shifted  
– its owner awaiting the beginning of the role call. It is race day.   
And the bright dawn has snuck up on us whilst we fuss.

It is early February and our mob of forty-nine race entrants has  
a place in history.  We are the 33rd cohort of fussing runners  
to pose on the tip of boardwalk snaking away from Waldheim in  
a southerly direction towards Lake St Clair, the deepest lake in 
Australia. Turning back twenty years the synopsis still stands true.

“it began in the chill half-light of a Tasmanian dawn.  
Forty other people will attest that we huddled on  

the fringe of a Myrtle rainforest, our runners’ pinks  
and greens and blues incongruous in that  

ancient landscape. A ribbon of wet boardwalk leading  
away across the button grass plain gave our  

group focus and was about to give it purpose.”  
— Nigel Davies, 1993

With a maximum of fifty runners, entering the event has become 
somewhat of a computer game. Be seated at your computer on  
the count of midnight when entries open and cross your fingers 
and toes that you are the quickest touch-typist. A two-finger  
typist will join the impatient list of runners on the waiting list.

It is amazing to think of this event as being so popular when you 
sift back through the history books and early runners’ reports:
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Feet cover the ground in a mindless manner; I slot into a rhythm 
behind the leading males, and change the station on my mental 
remote control to the Sunrise Channel over Cradle Cirque.  

Despite heavy skies above, I am grateful for the relatively dry trails 
and the board walks protecting me from the perilous mud once 
recorded.  I am secretly proud that I have snuck through Waterfall 
Valley and Waldheim huts before any of the tent’s occupants have 
begun their morning routines. By Pine Forest Moor a couple are 
traipsing along in full wet-weather gear and towering rucksacks. 
Not for the first time in history, I appear to be the only one 
smiling.  As Bob Frost, stated in 1999:

“This is a true wilderness area through mountains,  
marsh and thick forest. There are  

many lost souls along the Overland Track…”

Descending into Frog Flats at approximately 30km into the race, 
I am gazing into every mud puddle with trepidation. The night 
before my best friend and Cradle Mountain Hut’s guide, Ciara, 
had carefully described the large sodden mess that awaited me in 
the area. Each time my foot squelched and slipped into another 
hole I thought, “This must be the puddle she warned me about!”  
It was only when I found myself sucked into the middle of thick 
bog did I realise these were just the preludes.

“This length of trail is covered in tree roots and the rain had 
turned the earth to mud that i would sink ankle deep in.  

Some runners had talked about stepping in mud, stepping 
out and leaving a shoe behind. i could now appreciate  

what they meant. Runners passed as i slogged downhill;  
on my left was a steep embankment to the Forth River; on my  

right a steep grade upwards covered in tangled rainforest.”  
— Sean Greenhill, 2002

Having survived the sucking hollows of Frog Flats, I felt like I was 
dancing as I skirted Pelion Plains. Out of the mist loomed Pelion 
West and Mt Ossa, Tasmania’s two highest peaks. My progress was 
slightly different to that of the early explores to the area. Exactly 
57 years earlier, pioneer Keith Ernest endured a slow and painful 
crawl through sections of sharp, prickly Richea scoparia to summit 
these two mountains that dwarf the plains. He later described 
these as ‘The Giants of the Reserve’.  

Part of the beauty of this run lies outside of the natural sights and  
rather with the bag of jelly lollies held out in greeting by the beaming  
officials on the course. Perhaps it’s the Tasmanian connection 
but their enthusiasm and delight at my muddy appearance was 
infectious. Retracing historical footsteps, I pranced away from Pelion  
Hut with an extra bounce and a mouth full of jubes. Some before 
me hadn’t felt quite so good-humored.  



“There was no race organisation on this most dangerous  
of runs and those ‘officials’ we did meet were all  

afflicted with the ‘Tasmanian Disease’: they lie, they lie! ‘ 
How far to the gap?’… ‘About twenty minutes – and then  

it’s duck-board all the way’. it was an hour-twenty  
and then there was a kilometer of boards in thirty or so.’  

— David Sill, 1992

Passing through Kio Ora Hut I delve into the Du Cane Myrtle 
forests. This is my heaven and the flat, technical trails bring out 
the child within me.  Minutes later I glimpse a flash of white 
through the trees, which slowly melds into the unmistakable 
outline of ultra sensation, Matt Cooper.  Talking was unnecessary 
as we fall into rhythm together; his only comment being – ‘what a 
magical playground’. Whilst Coops came and went like a magical 
aura, we arrived at Narcissus together in grateful companionship 
and still in time for lunch.  

There is something superbly delicious about the offer of a cup 
of Coke when you are standing there in a stupor looking at a 
perfectly laid out feast. It was not until researching this article did 
I realize just how lucky I was to receive such a luxurious greeting 
from the race organisers.   

“it took us thirteen and a half hours to arrive at narcissus, 
Lake St Clair, to find we’d failed to reach the cutoff  

point and anybody official had gone home.  
So we got to use the mandatory survival gear and  

ended up sleeping the night in a plastic bag,  
temperature outside 2 degrees Celsius. Meanwhile,  
our three wives and John’s teenage children spent  
restless nights haunted by their earlier experience  

of the Race Organiser cheerfully greeting them with  
the ominous news: ‘Aren’t you the wives of those  

three blokes from Sydney who are lost in the mountains ?’”  

— David Sill, 1992

The lake. Ask any Cradle Mountain ultra runner what is the 
toughest section of the course and the answer is always “the lake”.  

“The last bit was soul-destroying.  
i’m sure that everyone felt that when you get to the lake  

at narcissus Hut you’ve broken the back of it and  
you know you’re going to finish. But it breaks your heart.  

it’s torture made worse by the fact that when you  
leave the hut there’s nearly a kilometer of duckboard but  

it comes to a dead-end! And then there was the darkness.”  

— Steve Nordish, 1992

Perhaps it was the Coke but my recollection of this perilous section 
of trail is that of entertainment. The mini ups and winding downs; 
the curving flats and fallen trees to surmount; gob-smacked walkers 
darting out of your path; and finally the wide, groomed pathways of  
the Watersmeet where, should you wish, you can take in the botanical  
names of the plants you have been darting past for 82km. Unlikely!

You can almost smell the finish as you try and yet fail to run 
elegantly over the smoothest, flattest section of the entire race. 
Even had our running technique suggest class, our muddy,  
salt-crusted appearance was a complete giveaway of our exploits. 
It is with 300m to go one well-dressed teenager cruising the other 
way queried, “Are you in a race?  How far?”… What do you say?

No matter who you are or what time you have run, by the time 
you reach Cynthia Bay the idea of this event being a race has  
long since passed.  What remains is a deep sense of camaraderie – 
with yourself and your accomplishment, your running comrades, 
and the organisers themselves.

“With around 300 meters to go, i take off like a scalded 
cat, surprising myself how strong i feel. i cross the finish  

line, and Bob says ‘You made it just under 15 hours’.  
i say: ‘How much exactly,” and he replies: “14 hours,  

59 minutes and 27 seconds”. i think that’s pretty neat.’  

— John Lindsay, 2003.
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Sleep is hard to come by post-race.  The ache of muscles you 
never knew existed and a stomach sitting like a loaded barge 
from a sugar overload makes for a restless night. Yet despite 
the weariness there is a joy in crawling from under the covers, 
sipping tea, and then shuffling across the car park of the 
Derwent Tavern to mingle with runners at the presentations. 
Whilst winners do grin and Rob Walter and I collect our 
certificates, through the sharing of stories and applauding  
all finishers, we celebrate the accomplishment of forty-nine 
pairs of feet and 4018km travelled together.

How to conclude on an article delving into an event that still 
lives so fiercely inside me? Then an email flashes up on my 
screen. Distracted I absent-mindedly open it to find a new  
post on the Cool Running Australia blog. It reads:

“My first time for the CMR this year and it was awwwwesome.  
i’ve never really run as relaxed as i did in this event:  

stopping to take photos and video etc.  
This was so special that i was often wanting to just  

stand still and inhale the awesome. (if it weren’t  
for the cut offs at Pelion and narcissus i probably  

would have). HUgE thanks to all the organisers  
and volunteers - what an incredible event you put on. 

Thank you, thank you thank you!... Applause…  
i hope to one day return! Maybe see a few of you again?’  

— ‘Chaneebear’, 2013 *
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Late in 2012, Morgan Cardiff spent four weeks  
with cause runner Dave Chamberlain who went  

on to finish his 2700km unassisted solo run  
from Walvis Bay, Namibia, to Port Elizabeth,  

South Africa. Dave’s aim was to promote  
the plight of the African Penguin. En route  

he battled isolation, wild animals, 45-degree  
temperatures, continual thoughts of water and  

the effects of a single beer in the desert. 
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October in Namibia, the thermometer pushes 45 degrees, and with 
no respite more than an overheated tent, a 36-year-old scuba diving 
instructor is running through the oldest desert on earth to raise 
awareness for a Penguin. Why? The first reason was to help Bird Life 
South Africa raise awareness for the fact their bird is in dire straits.   
But the other, personal reasons for Dave’s run would only become  
clear after accompanying him on a long stretch of his four-month run.

Walvis Bay is a very unique part of the world, wedged between the cold 
currents of the South Atlantic and the desolate Namibian sand dunes. 
Stepping off the plane, one expects to be struck by an oppressive  
dry heat usually associated with such an environment; instead a 10- 
degree windblast pushes across the desert from the west. I travel east  
through what can only be described as “nothing”. From the air it  
would be difficult to identify the road; that is the monotony of the  
environment. Dave had planned to run approximately 30km per day.  
As I progressed, it struck me that I’m passing through 30km in  
a matter of twenty minutes. It takes barely half an hour before the  
cold coastal winds soon evaporate into dry hot desert.

Further inland away from the cold coastal winds, Solitaire is a tiny  
outpost in the southern deserts of Namibia. Approaching after more  
than 40 hours of travel, I note it has been two years since I last saw  
Dave, teaching me to scuba dive on a tiny, remote Nicaraguan Island. 

Within a few days of befriending Dave on Little Corn Island, I knew he 
was up for a challenge. One afternoon following a dive, Dave casually 
mentioned, “I’ve been wanting to swim around the place; how about it?” 

So off we set on what turned out to be a continuous four and a half 
hour swim covering the entire 8km circumference of the island. 
Battling sharp shallow reef, speedboats, sharks and what seemed to 
be an endless school of jellyfish, a friend and I emerged stinger-
stained half an hour after Dave. I learned a few months later that 
swimmer Dave had a little run-in with the said speedboat.

Around 5pm I finally reach Solitaire and find Dave chatting with 
anyone who will listen to him. He is not what you would expect 
of a long distance runner, 5’8”, solid, with a certain bounce to 
his step. It’s been 5 days since he began in Walvis Bay and he has 
covered 232km. I asked how he faired on those first few days. 

“That Kuiseb pass was a killer; the sand was so soft I had to pull  
my pram up the hills... oh and I lost my phone.”

So now Dave was not only unsupported, but without his only  
form of communication.

Pushing a pram containing a tent (for the nights and hot days), 
water, spare shoes, two t-shirts, a pair of shorts and spare rubber, 
there is not a whole lot of room left for much of anything else. 
Given this, and to make his efforts even more remarkable,  
his diet for the first half of the run consists solely of protein 
supplements and meal replacements shakes. 

“The legs are actually feeling pretty good. The body has a remarkable  
ability for recovery. Add in a few recovery days and supplement 
juice, and they give me no problems. A massage would be out  
of the question though, right? Not too many spas out here.”

Over the next four weeks we progress south towards the South 
African border. Landscapes and road conditions change, the 
weather stays the same - hot and dry.  Mentally dealing with such 
an undertaking is not for the fainthearted. 

“The mind, well, its been tough, but not for the reasons you 
would necessarily expect. It’s the liquid diet and the lack of a set 
camping type routine. There is no stopping each day, brewing up 
some coffee, cooking some pasta. All I have to look forward to at 
the end of each day is a litre of hot plastic-tasting water.” 

Mentally dealing with the climate, which is what I expected to be 
the biggest challenge, is the next thing says Dave. 

“Because of the temperatures during a large portion of the 
day, you are really limited in when you can start. You’re having 
to get up really early. You don’t want to miss that slot of cool 
temperature. Sitting in that tent for those 8-9 hours, there is no 
shade, nothing to do, no escape. You are literally sitting in a tent, 
sweating for eight hours, which I have to say has tarnished it a little 
from my side. There is incredible beauty in this area, but for a 
major portion of the time, I’m just stuck in a tent”.

In 2010 Dave ran the length of Argentina along RN40, covering the 
5100km in six months. “The beginning of this run is very similar to 
parts of the Argentina run. There were times when we would only 
see one car a day, so the isolation is not something new for me and 
not such a concerning factor. It’s just that here it seems so helpless.  
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Travelling in such a slow manner is a dream many people never achieve.  
You become aware of a place on such a deep level of understanding. 

“It is such an intimate way to experience the country and meeting  
the locals going about their daily lives; not just the interactions  
you might make with people working in the tourism industries”.  

Running between Aus and Rosh Pina, a truck driver who must have 
seen Dave a few times stops and gets out a cooler with two cold beers. 

“As a non drinker, already dehydrated and undernourished, a long 
neck in the desert... well half a long neck... soon put me on my ass.  
I was a wreck. It did however result in a nice afternoon nap.”

During those months Dave travelled through Southern Namibia,  
he couldn’t help but notice the resilience and openness of locals. 
They display a sense of pride in themselves and their country. 

“In general most people love talking about their home - they  
love the fact that you are doing something in their country -  
so hopefully this run is the second of many more to come,” says Dave. 

“Although attitudes have been mixed, there have been very  
welcoming aspects. People have gone out of their way to help me.” 

On the other hand, he has encountered some “less than  
positive experiences.” 

There is so little water around, you just get the feeling that if you  
ever got lost or in trouble in a place like this, I don’t know if you 
would have even the will to try and want to survive; it is pretty brutal.”

At one stage of the run, Dave’s only refuge for water turns out  
to be a farm reservoir. During a midday break, after chugging 
a litre and filling all his bottles, the farmer offers a swim in the 
reservoir to cool off. As he climbs in he discovers that his lovely 
supply of drinking water contains a number of half rotting birds.  
Quite ironic, Dave laughs, “What was suppose to bring them  
life has ultimately been what killed them.”

While slow by normal travel standards, Dave has been setting a  
cracking pace. In the four weeks I was with him, he had two rest days.  
After a few days visiting the Fish River Canyon I planned to meet  
back up with him in the Namibian mining town of Rosh Pina.  
Ever so casually Dave utters, “I knew I had to make it here to meet 
you today, so I did 85km and ran through the night”. 

His legs might be able to cope, but that 85km day chewed  
through one whole front tyre of the pram. 

“It’s a catch 22; I can run faster on the asphalt”, as apposed  
to the soft gravel. “But the tyres cop a hiding. Packing the  
pram evenly and alternating the wheels seems to be the key.”

A few days earlier Dave had been running through a small town  
with the midday sun approaching - a time when shade becomes an 
absolute necessity. 

“I approached the people of this town with two basic requests: could I  
sit under some shade until 5pm, and could I have two litres of water?” 

Both of which, Dave was flatly refused. 

“I was a little alarmed to tell you the truth.” 

He puts it down to a mentality that if you are out here in this tough 
environment, you should be able to cope on your own. In complete 
contrast, Dave recounted stories of an overly generous Argentina:  
“Well it got to the point where we had to stop speaking to people because 
the moment you started speaking it was food, drinks, come inside!  
I would have never finished.”

Even so, Namibia had been full of incredible surprises. Dave recalls that 
one of the memorable moments was a meal he shared with a cow herder. 

“This guy works his butt off and once a month gets a 25kg bag of maize  
and a bit of other food; that’s his salary. He offered me the hugest portion,  
set the table with knives and forks because I’m a westerner, and then 
proceeded to change the radio to a more western style of music.Those are 
the moments, right there - eating 3-week-old dry beef and porridge.”

aDVeNTure ruN > NamIBIa
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Running through the African desert isn’t without its hazards,  
although Dave is quick to discount anything more than the obvious. 

“Some cows have looked at me in a not entirely friendly way...  
Oh and there was a little run-in with a cape cobra.” 

To allow some additional breeze through his tent during a  
particularly hot day, he hadn’t zipped up the mosquito netting. 

“By pure luck, I sit up as this cape cobra was heading straight for  
the shade of my tent. The snake rears up, we both look at each  
other, awaiting the next move. The snake does its whole cobra thing,  
and then, keeping its head dead still, slowly moves backwards.” 

Dave being Dave, always puts a positive spin on things:  
“To see the thing so close, just move back, was incredible.  
Although I was a bit of a nervous wreck for the rest of the afternoon.” 

Dave not only has a thing for adventure, he also has a passion  
for conservation. The southern African run is in aid of Bird Life  
South Africa, and in particular, to raise awareness of the African  
Penguin. His run traverses the former range of the species.  
So how difficult it was to promote penguin conservation in the  
middle of the Namibian desert? 

“A lot of people are aware of the penguin. Some have no idea at all,  
but what is generally not understood is their current situation.  

Everyone knows about the rhino and are up in arms, but here is  
a fantastic creature that has just got so much personality and, you know,  
they deserve a bit of recognition.” 

Rather than lecture people, Dave prefers to discuss human interactions 
with nature and leaving something positive for future generations. 

“I just want them to be able to enjoy the wild.” 

Promoting conservation in this part of the world is a hard undertaking.  
You are generally talking to people who are really scraping by day to day.  
Conservation in that manner is a luxury of the middle and upper classes. 

“We have the luxury of choice, so I feel I personally should not  
be lecturing someone who’s life and impacts on the planet are far  
less than mine”. 

Following the completion of the run, Dave is headed to attempt a trans 
Canada run, beginning in St John in March and finishing in Victoria 
around November. Beyond this, he has thoughts of Australia and  
the Scandinavian countries. 

“I would love to do two continents - Alaska through to Terra Del Fuego  
- but, you know, the body has to hold out and money becomes an issue.” 

I knew when arriving in Namibia I was going to bear witness to a rather  
incredible feat. Travelling and camping beside Dave gave me an 
unparalleled insight into the mind and driving force behind his run.   
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I had not, however, been prepared to discover the innate ability  
of a determined individual to not only physically deal with  
difficult situations, but to mentally dominate such adventures.  
To run 30km before 9am, sit in a tent in 40-degree heat for  
8 hours, and then proceed to run another 15-20km on 
consecutive days, week after week, is something only a dedicated 
few can achieve. Add to this a 30kg pram, soft sandy conditions, 
dust, wind, the risk of dehydration and wild animals, you are  
just starting to understand this adventure. His aims are to show 
people that anything is possible if you put your mind to it. 

“Yes, not everyone will be able to go to such extreme lengths,  
but that’s not important. Set a goal, no matter how big, and 
attempt to see it through. You will never regret that decision” *

Postscript > Dave finished his run in late January and  
we believe raised decent awareness for African Penguins.  
Follow Dave at   www.vidamago.org      
He is also searching for sponsors for the  
Trans Canada Run beginning in March 2013. 

Morgan Cardiff is a 29-year-old environmental scientist by trade, 
freelance photographer by passion, with a passion for  
conservation and story telling.   www.rhysmorganimages.com
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Whitney Dagg was well on her way to  

an international career in snowsports before  

she traded the white for the dark of dirt underfoot.  

The swap seems to be panning out  

as she heads to Australia for her biggest  

singletrack challenge yet: The North Face 100.

Words + Images > Derek Morrison
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She kicks off her trail shoes and sprawls her lean 55kg frame  
on the couch of her tiny three-bedroom apartment in the  
centre of Dunedin, New Zealand. She’s exhausted. She’s just 
completed a four-hour 40km run in the hills surrounding  
the city – a bookend to a training session that started a week 
earlier at the Shotover Moonlight Mountain Marathon held  
on Ben Lomond Station behind Queenstown.

These two marathon-distance runs are just a small part of 
Whitney Dagg’s training programme as she prepares to race  
The North Face 100 in May. It will be her longest race ever.

“It’s just a part of my build up,” the 25-year-old smiles.

Whitney is quietly spoken and almost coy about her successes,  
which include the Routeburn Classic record she collected  
last year, running the 32km mountain course in a time of  
3 hours 36 minutes. 

“I think I can do it faster – climb up the hill faster and  
hopefully break my own record,” she offers when pressed  
about her feat. She has amassed a string of top five finishes  
in nearly every major trail race in the South Island.

Whitney grew up in Dunedin, NZ, but it was the snow- 
capped mountains of the Southern Alps that first quenched  
her competitive thirst and moulded the athlete in her. 

“I’ve always been a competitive person – before I ran  
I was snowboarding competitively,” she explains. “I’d leave  
school in Dunedin every Thursday night and travel to the 
mountains to compete every weekend through winter.”

Whitney raced boardercross, slalom and competed in  
half-pipe competition at a national level. 

“I was ranked in the top-five women in New Zealand and  
most races I made the podium.”

Despite sponsorship support international competition soon 
proved to be too costly to pursue.   

“When mum and dad stopped paying it sort of stopped.  
Running was a bit cheaper,” she laughs. “You just need good  
shoes and you’re out the door.”

Whitney comes from good running stock – her father ran 
marathons and introduced her to the sport about five years ago  
to fill the competitive void left by snowboarding. 

“I have an obsessive personality so when I start doing something 
I try to do it to the best of my ability. Running took over from 
snowboarding.”

Alongside her newfound love for trail running Whitney embarked  
on an ambitious marathon of study that has seen her complete a  
Bachelor of Applied Science in sports nutrition followed by a diploma  
in human nutrition. She is now doing her masters in dietetics. 

“So I have two certificates on my wall and I am about to add 
another one … and I have a huge student loan,” she laughs.

The synergies between her study and her sport have also led Whitney 
to a part-time role with a sports nutritionist called Matty Graham 
who runs Exponential Performance Coaching in Dunedin. 

“He helps me out with my training and writes my programmes.  
It’s easy to do too much when you plan it yourself and don’t  
allow for enough rest. I have learnt that a hard training session  
is of no benefit unless you have recovered from the session.  
The recovery is part of the training process.”

Also on Whitney’s team are her massage therapist Geoff Williamson, 
of Muscle Works, and her podiatrist Richard Van Plateringen. 

“Every new pair of shoes I get they go straight to him to get  
my innersoles. My mum, dad and partner Aaron are also 
important parts of my team.”

She admits that The North Face 100 presents new challenges. 

“The furthest I’ve ever run is the Kepler [60km] so this will  
be an unknown for me. When The North Face guys asked if I do 
any ultra races I had to ask what they meant by ‘ultra’. They told 
me 100km,” she recalls with a smile.

“I have an obsessive personality so when I start  

doing something I try to do it to the best of my ability.  

Running took over from snowboarding.”
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“I had to admit that I wasn’t sure if my body would hold up,  
but I was keen to give it a try. It was such a good opportunity that  
I just had to say yes. It’s pretty scary.”

She even admitted to being scared of a few of the Blue Mountains’ locals. 

“I am quite scared about the snakes – I’m just going to keep  
running away from them. I just hope they don’t bite my leg as  
I’m running by,” she jokes.

Alongside her preparation for the May event Whitney has to  
maintain her study at a demanding point in her education. 

“I will only be studying, running, eating and sleeping until after  
the race – there is no social life for me.”

She is hoping to finish around the 12-hour mark in Australia this May.

 “Hopefully I can make it to the end – it will be pretty  
embarrassing if I can’t!”

The 40km run she has just finished is only the start of her 
preparation. “I am aiming to do up to seven hours on my feet –  
up to 60km training runs, but at a slower pace,” she explains.

Whitney said the 60km Kepler Challenge was one of her favourite 
trail running races. 

“I personally like it because it has a big hill at the beginning  
and a big downhill and finishes with some undulating terrain.  
Up the top are some technical sections, which I like. It’s a cool run.”

“I’d really like to win The Kepler, but the competition is always 
very tough. There are about five very fast girls there each year.  
To break six hours would be really cool.”

Whitney is known for her skills in technical terrain but even  
she admitted they were tested at the Shotover Moonlight  
Mountain Marathon at the end of February. 

“That race was so technical – it was the hardest run I have ever 
done,” she admits. “There was no actual track for most of it –  
just markers guiding the way. It had paddocks, sheep tracks and 
bush bashing – it was really hard mentally as well. A few times  
I went the wrong way and had to retrace my steps. It took me  
5:17 and it’s a marathon – most people were around the five- 
hour mark – you just could not run at your full pace.”

When she talks of goals and ambitions, it is clear that for Whitney 
running and her dietetics take equal priority. 

“I like the idea of having variety and maybe doing clinical work  
in a hospital with sports stuff on the side,” she confesses. 

“Ideally I’d like to be travelling the world and running.  
Anna Frost is a bit of an inspiration to me because she is the 
ambassador for Salomon and gets to travel the world and gets paid  
to run. I guess that would be pretty cool to do that, but for now  
I want to get my studies completed and my career behind me.”

From the apartment she shares with her partner Aaron, Whitney  
looks out over a park in the middle of Dunedin. On the horizon  
the city is rimmed by hills and small mountains: her training ground. 

“I only ever have to run less than half an hour and I am up at the 
Pineapple Track,” she begins. “Now, with having to make my runs 
longer, I am discovering new tracks and some of them are pretty 
technical as well.”

Dunedin is a hotbed of trail runners, mainly due to its topography  
and lifestyle, but it is a runner from the Hawkes Bay that Whitney  
most fears. Twenty-one-year-old Ruby Muir has lifted women’s  
trail running to a new level in New Zealand and the field is playing 
catch-up, including Whitney.

“The women’s Kepler Challenge winning time is around 5:45 and 
Ruby did it in 5:37 in December,” notes Whitney. “Ruby is really, 
really good. I think she is naturally really fit and very fast up hills.  
She doesn’t slow down. Most people get tired when they run uphill, but  

she doesn’t seem to be fazed by them. She is also very fast downhill.”

Whitney claims she has never really experienced a true  
runner’s flat spot, but suspects that may change in Australia. 

“I don’t really have down moments as such,” she offers.  
“When I am running up hills and my heart rate is high I sometimes  
feel like I should not push too hard in case I can’t run the rest  
of the race. But as I have done more races I am learning that  
I can recover on the downhills so it is just a matter of pushing 
through that mental pain barrier. I still feel I am learning each 
time I run – especially with the longer runs.”

In longer runs Whitney carefully monitors her heart rate – 
keeping it below her anaerobic threshold –  “about 170 for me”  
so she doesn’t start burning through all her fuel. This is where  
she believes she can find speed.

“As I get fitter my anaerobic threshold increases. That’s what I need 
to do to be able to sustain a higher heart rate and hold a faster pace.”

While she has dabbled in Xterra and adventure racing,  
Whitney remains focused on endurance trail running.

“They’re a lot of fun, but for now I am focused on running and 
getting through this 100km race that I agreed upon,” she smiles *
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It was made famous among the meat-pie eating masses  
when it was revealed in the media that in 2010, AFL team  
Collingwood headed to Arizona, US, to ‘train high’.  
Far from bonding over a bong, the specialist coaches had  
sent the team to an altitude training camp. 

It seemed extreme and the question was asked: what’s that all 
about then? While it is unlikely a camp in November would 
impact performances months later, the genie was nevertheless  
out of the bottle and everyone from national sports teams  
to country D-grade sides wanted a piece of the thin-air action.

Of course, anyone who follows running would know of the  
train high concept: all you had to do was watch the Kenyans  
and Ethiopians whip all comers at any marathon going and  
the proof was beyond arguing in any letter to the sports editor. 

The mountain (or at least the thin air)  
is coming to mohammed (you)  

with the rise and rise of altitude training chambers.

Words + Images > Chris Ord
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And mountaineers reaching for the sky have long practiced altitude 
training as part of the acclimitisation process en route to topping  
out in the Himalaya or Andes. But they did it on the way up over 
weeks and months as part of their climb schedule. 

Now there’s a new, more time efficient and convenient way: get 
yourself locked in a room while a lab coated coach ramps up the 
altitude dial, lowering room pressure to simulate any mountain  
high you choose while you slog your guts out on a treadmill or bike. 

They are called altitude training chambers and they are coming to  
a sports training program near you, elite or otherwise. 

While some commentators pontificating in the locker room will label 
it a fad, fact is simulated altitude training has been around since the 
seventies and  - like everything else from hardcore drugs to the Internet 
- we have Cold War one-upmanship and the military to thank.  



The result? Better performance and fitness gains at any level.  
And you don’t need to be an elite athlete to benefit from or access  
such training methods. 

Both Bodyology and Sydney Altitude see as many, if not more,  
Weekend Warrior exercisers as they do professional football teams. 

“We see all types,” says Sydney Altitude’s Bolton. “There are high 
altitude adventure trekkers and skiers, and both elite and recreational 
athletes, including plenty of trail runners. But because altitude has  
a 20%-30% greater energy burn than at sea level, we also get people  
simply looking to maximize their exercise efforts and time availability.”

Easy access and time saving benefits are a major drawcard especially 
when Australia’s mountains, like Falls Creek, in Victoria, which 
regularly holds specialists altitude training camps, are so far away  
from population centres. That’s fine for professional athletes  
assigned weeks away, but not so great for your Average Joe athlete  
who has to maintain a day job between trail runs.

“The practicality of not being required to drive or fly to a  
mountainous region is key,” says Chiovitti.

Busy lawyer, fundraiser and ultra trail marathoner, Sam Gash,  
finds the access and accelerated benefit equation suits her hectic 
schedule, which runs from legal eagling to raising funds for sick  
kids to running high over the Himalayas. 

“It was vital to find a way to regularly train at altitude while still 
attending to my professional responsibilities,” says Gash of 
competing in La Ultra, a 222km non-stop run in Kashmir that 
tops out over two 5400-metre passes. 

“The unparalleled benefit of training at a facility like Bodyology is the 
ability to train at a high intensity for a shorter period of time, enabling  
me to prepare for long distances whilst having demanding work hours.” 

Fellow ultra trail runner, Andrew Vize, uses Sydney Altitude 2-5 times 
a week not only for training sessions pre-event, but also for recovery.

“Recovery sessions at altitude help me cope with the high training 
loads of ultra-running because metabolic load remains high in 
a low oxygen environment while strain on the body is reduced 
because you don’t train as long or hard. Given most injuries in 
ultra-running are (mechanical) stress related, altitude training 
actually helps me manage my training loads and stay injury free.”

Both Gash and Vize are chasing the same benefits as mountaineer-
cum-building design professional Neil Fletcher.

“In 2011 I trekked from 2800m to Everest Base Camp at 5400m 
over a two week period.  By the time I returned to Kathmandu  
I was fully and naturally acclimatised. The ‘superman’ feeling I had 
on return to sea level, probably lasted about six weeks.”
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Various companies now produce simulated altitude training 
equipment: from tents and dormitories for sleeping, to individual 
mask units designed for passive or active training, and chambers  
of various sizes designed for active training. These chambers  
either filter oxygen from the environment or add more nitrogen  
to accurately simulate being at high altitude.

The simplified science behind the practice is that exercising at 
altitude  - anywhere above 1500 metres simulated or otherwise 
- makes the heart and lungs work harder to deliver oxygen to 
muscles, which in turn promotes physiological changes in our 
bodies. Namely it prompts an increase in red blood cells and 
hemoglobin. Head back to sea level and that means your blood 
becomes supercharged. 

“Exercising in a low-oxygen environment, simulated or real,  
causes blood oxygen saturation levels to drop below normal,”  
says Allan Bolton, an Accredited Exercise and Sports Physiologist 
and Managing Director at  Sydney Altitude training 

“This stimulates a cascade of physiological adaptations leading  
to increases in oxygen delivery, uptake into muscle and even 
more efficient use of oxygen at the cellular level though increased 
mitochondrial efficiency - in other words, you start to use  
oxygen more efficiently.”  

The effect of altitude on sports performance has been of interest  
to those involved in elite sports since the 1968 Mexico Olympic 
Games (held at an altitude of (2240m). However, it wasn’t until 
the mid 80s that scientists really began to accept the added stimulus 
of hypoxia (low oxygen) could advance the normal physiological 
adaptations to endurance training and hasten performance 
improvements after a return to sea level. 

“Many countries, teams and sportspeople very quickly began 
travelling to high-altitude locations such as Mexico, South Africa, 
Flagstaff and the Ural mountains to live and train at altitude,” 
reports Michael Chiovitti, Director and Sports Scientist at  
Victoria’s first commercial altitude training facility, Bodyology 

And while it was the winter-sport brigade that became involved in 
research into altitude training first up for obvious reasons (they  
were already at altitude doing what they loved), the first simulated 
altitude chambers used for sport appeared in East Germany and 
Russia in the late 70’s at ‘secret’ training locations, producing  
their own unpublished research and harnessing world class athletes. 

These first chambers were the spin-offs of military technology 
and medical research. Russia in particular investigated the use of 
simulated altitude, and the science of altitude therapy evolved. 

http://www.bodyologypps.com.au
http://www.sydneyaltitudetraining.com


Fletcher struggled early on in that initial trek. Heading back  
to the Himalayas a second time for a 6600-metre climb,  
he consulted Bodyology to ready himself. 

“I built up my training in the chamber over seven months before 
returning to Nepal. This time around I slotted into the altitude 
beautifully.  It was easier on my body having done the work in  
the chamber and meant I didn’t go through the initial shock of  
the hard grind of climbing and acclimatising at the same time.  
For someone my age, it’s the physical ‘fountain of youth.’”

“Altitude training will have similar benefits for everyone,”  
says Chiovitti when asked who should apply.  
“However, depending on someone’s initial response to  
altitude training, an individualised program is vital.”

“Research suggests that we all respond very differently to altitude.  
If you do a high altitude camp (on mountain), for instance, 
everyone is on the same program and at the same altitude;  
while that altitude and program might be enough to stimulate  

a fitness improvement in athlete A, it more be too easy for athlete B, 
and he/she returns from the camp in a detrained state.” 

“This doesn’t occur in a chamber facility because the altitude  
can be adjusted with the flick of a switch (from 10m–4000m)  
and the program can be modified for the individual.”

When he says everyone, Chiovitti means it, citing a 60-year- 
old ultra marathon running client. 

“He began training with us because his body could no longer handle  
the massive running loads required to be an ultra marathon runner.  
He was looking for way to train smarter rather than harder.”  *

Altitude train at >

www.bodyologypps.com.au    (Melbourne)

www.sydneyaltitudetraining.com    (Sydney)

www.fallscreek.com.au/Altitudetraining   (Victoria)

www.altitudetrainingcentre.com.au    (Gold Coast – mask based)
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Words > Shaun Brewster  *  Images > www.dandyrunner.com 

SOmEONE IN my POSITION  
ShOULd kNOw bETTER.  

IN fAcT, ANyONE wITh EVEN  
A SEmI-fUNcTIONING  

bRAIN wOULd kNOw bETTER.  
REGARdLESS, If yOU’RE  

A TRAIL RUNNER,  
yOU’LL UNdERSTANd.

www.dandyrunner.com
http://www.dandyrunner.com


“SURE, I hAVE A LImP 
NOw ANd cAN’T  

fULLy PUT my wEIGhT 
ON my LEfT fOOT, 

bUT… I ONLy  
hAVE 90kmS TO GO.”

I’d entered my first 100-mile run. I’d done a fair bit of trail 
running but nothing of that distance. Given that The Alpine 
Challenge - the most mountainous trail run in Australia -  
is up there with the most difficult 100-milers in this part  
of the world, using it as my introduction to the distance was 
perhaps not the smartest decision I’ve made. 

Nevertheless, I felt I had prepared well with at least three solid 
weeks of training in the lead up. Yep, three weeks was all I had due 
to various interruptions, but having signed up I’d told the world 
that I was doing it, and I am terrible and backing out of things. 

There was some emotive impetus, too: a 14 year-old girl that  
I know well – Maddie – is undergoing expensive treatment  
for cancer and I was using this run to help raise money for 
her. This was a strong motivator. So, in my totally warped trail 
runner mind, I had convinced myself that 100 miles covering 
the four highest peaks in Victoria was doable founded on 
nothing more than stubborn determination. 

The run started well. I was feeling good for the first half day, then 
my lack of ‘ideal’ preparation started to take its toll and my old 
pal PAIN showed up to join me on the trail. We spent many long 
hours that afternoon discussing why our relationship was doomed 
to failure, but he/she (you never really know) didn’t want to listen 
and stuck with me well into the night. 

Now, if you are a trail runner that has cracked into longer events 
that take you into the night, you will know all too well that if you 
are in trouble during the day, you discover new depths of trouble 
in the night.  That first night (yes, there was more than one in 
this race) I was trudging my way across the High Plains towards Mt 
Hotham in temperatures around zero degrees when it happened. 
It took less than a second, but the fallout was enormous. 

In the dim glow of my head torch, I had failed to see a six-inch 
deep hole in the ground overgrown by grass. I placed the ball of 
my foot on the far lip of the hole but my heel had dropped in and 
the result was a sudden and sharp pull on my left calf muscle. 

Okay. Okay. Everything is going to be O.K. It didn’t hurt that 
badly.  Sure, I have a limp now and can’t fully put my weight on 
my left foot, but…I only have 90kms to go. Such is the demented 
mindset of the overly-committed, and now weary, trail runner.

To make the situation more ludicrous, the kicker: in my 
professional life I’m a sports injury therapist that specialises  
in running injuries. I fix these sorts of problems for other  
people all the time, and here I was convincing myself that I was 
going to be capable of covering 90km over ridiculous terrain  
and make the cut off times.

Logic, reason, common sense, medical science, the pain receptors 
in my leg and probably even God were all telling me that my run 
was done. But, as they say, “It isn’t over until the fat lady sings.” 
Lucky for me, my calf was screaming (not singing) so loudly that 
I couldn’t hear the voice of any overweight women, let alone logic 
whispering a lullaby in the back of my mind for me to stop.



The rest of that first night was tough. It was so cold that I was 
shaking uncontrollably due to not being able to move fast enough. 
Several other competitors dropped out due to hypothermia but I 
figured that nobody ever died from a torn calf muscle. By sunrise 
the next day I had noticed that not only the muscle was sore, but the 
skin over the muscle was particularly sensitive. I put this down to  
my pain receptors being overloaded and tried not to think about it. 

It wasn’t until two days after the race that I was diagnosed in  
hospital with a nasty case of Cellulitis (an infection between the  
skin and the muscle). This condition has the potential to be  
life-threatening if it spreads and I was put on an IV drip of 
antibiotics for a week. I tell this part of the story to people like  
it was just an additional complication, but it actually caused me  
ten times more pain than the calf injury. 

Driving myself forward through the second day of the run, I  
climbed Mt Feathertop. It was around this time that I discovered  

I was in last place. To be expected I suppose, but this was 
a first for me and the thought of missing cut-off times 
loomed. What a waste it would have been to have covered all 
that ground with all that pain, only to be told I was finished, 
before I finished.

By the time I entered the second night of running (without  
any sleep), I knew that completing this thing was a possibility, 
but I wasn’t prepared for what happened next: hallucinations.

Looking back at it now, the things I saw that night were 
hilarious, but at the time I was not overly entertained. I saw 
buildings that weren’t there. I found a brand new green 
Salomon trail running shoe that turned out to be a small white 
rock. I even saw a man with a scruffy beard crouched down  
on the side of the trail wearing an orange and yellow reflective  
vest, Sydney Swans football cap, a black bag slung over his  
left shoulder. He, too, turned out to be a small white rock.

The next 29 or so hours were some of the longest I’ve ever experienced. 
I discovered all kinds of things about what humans can push through, 
with the right motivation.

For me, young Maddie and her cancer battle was more than enough 
to keep me moving forward. Apart from that, I have a family of five 
children and I run two businesses and am also a lecturer at a college, 
so going away for the weekend on running adventures is a rarity. Given 
the inconvenience that my absence puts on my family, if I came home 
with anything less than a finisher’s medal, my wife would have killed me. 
Another powerful motivator.

With 90kms to go, several enormous ascents and descents to knock off 
and not knowing exactly how long my leg was going to hold out, I did what 
any self-respecting ultra-distance trail runner would do: I pressed on.

One of my businesses,  Brewsters Running   is an online source of 
information for runners with a large focus on injury prevention and 
getting the most out of your body. The irony of this was not lost on me.

www.brewstersrunning.com


On a number of occasions I managed to get momentum going 
and was limping/running with some reasonable pace, only  
to find myself a moment later standing dead still in the middle  
of the trail with no memory of what had happened in the past  
few minutes. I was exploring a whole new world of inner  
torment and physical boundaries. 

I can honestly say that finishing that race was physically the 
hardest thing I have ever had to do. The problem, of course,  
is that I finished it and that means I’m capable of more. 

But WHY do it to yourself? Why run until you see the moon in 
the sky three times over? Injured, no less? The answer for me 
was to be an example to my kids. To teach them what is possible; 
to see nature’s beauty up close; and to connect with other 
adventurous souls. But mainly, it was to find out exactly what  
my body could do well beyond the appearance in my head of  
a fat lady singing the Ballad of Quitsville (or, for that matter,  
a bearded Sydney Swans supporter on the midnight trail) * 

Ed’s note > those that want to actually train properly for their  
three moon meeting with Madness can book in a few sessions at 

www.brewstersrunning.com

“Finishing the 
race was 

physically the 
hardest thing 

i have ever 
had to do.”

www.brewstersrunning.com
http://www.montane.com.au


NuTrITIoN >

What did it take to energise tWo  
of the longest trail runs ever  

undertaken in the southern 
hemisphere: the Bicentennial  

national trail (Bnt) in australia,  
and the te araroa in neW Zealand,  

Both accomplished By richard  
BoWles.  his nutrition expert  

alan mccuBBin gives us an insight.

consider running a marathon. every day. for six months. in the middle 
of nowhere. sleeping in a campervan with limited storage, equipment 
and facilities. now consider how one might plan their nutrition for 
such an event. how many calories do you need? how much carbs? 
protein? Vitamins and minerals? how would you even know?

it’s not every day you’re approached by a client who wants a nutrition 
plan to run a marathon a day for six months. a one-off ultra, yes.  
a 5-day stage race, occasionally. But the BnT and Te araroa  
represents a very different nutritional challenge. and one that  
i was more than keen to meet when richard Bowles approached me.

Words > Alan McCubbin *  Images >  dreamsportphotography.com

dreamsportphotography.com


So just what are the nutritional requirements for running the 5330km and then 
backing that up with the 3054km? There was barely any research or precedent to  
go by. It was a case of filling the gaps.

Running those distances day-after-day demanded some unique nutritional 
considerations that the average endurance athlete doesn’t face in training or 
competition. Not only did we need to provide adequate carbohydrate for optimal 
performance and protein for recovery each day, but Rich’s specific energy needs and 
overall dietary adequacy needed to be accounted for. Remember, what might be your 
usual race day diet that only needs to meet performance needs was Rich’s everyday  
diet for the duration – if it wasn’t adequate in vitamins, minerals and fibre and  
have sufficient variety to keep him interested, he would have been in real trouble.

Rich planned to run about 4-5 hours each day. I calculated his energy needs at  
around 19,500kJ (about 4,700 calories) a day. Unlike a one or even five day event, 
getting the energy needs right is crucial over six months of back-to-back running. 
Research from the military helps to paint the picture of what can go wrong when trying 
to exercise in a prolonged energy deficit – the obvious weight loss would be visible, 
but the other expected consequences include reduced physical and particularly mental 
performance. Far from desirable when negotiating technical trail running terrain, 
and having to find the motivation to dust yourself off and keep going day after day.
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event type performance nutrition needs general nutrition needs 

single day endurance event 
(eg. marathon or ultra) 

multi-day event  
whilst carrying own supplies 

(eg. Marathon des Sables) 

multi-week event  
(eg. Tour de France) 

multi-month event  
(eg. Run The BNT,  

Run Te Araroa, Pole to Pol) 

enough cho to maximise performance 

enough fluid to maximise performance 

other factors to consider 

flavour fatigue - being sick of the  

same sports foods/drinks over several hours 

flavour fatigue - being sick of the same  
sports foods/drinks over several hours 

preparing food with minimal equipment available

flavour fatigue - being sick of the same  

sports foods, meals and snacks over several days 

preventing flavour fatigue over several months  
requires great flexibility/variety. 

regular check-ins of weight and diet  
required to ensure health is not compromised 

not a concern over a single day 

prevent bowel problems from lack of fibre 

prevent bowel problems from lack of fibre 
prevent calorie deficit from  

impacting on health or performance 

as above plus  
 ensure total dietary adequacy  

(inc. micronutrients) to optimise  
health and performance 

maximum calories  & fluid for minimum weight  
 (can’t carry enough to optimise performance) 

protein/fluid/cho  post-racing to maximise recovery 

enough cho to maximise performance 
enough fluid to maximise performance 

 protein/fluid/cho  post-racing to maximise recovery

as above

As well as the total energy needs is the specific need for carbohydrate and protein. 
Research shows us the clear benefits of carbohydrate availability to endurance 
performance – the more carbohydrate your muscles have available to them, the 
faster you can go. But the relatively lower intensity of ultra running compared to 
shorter distances run at a faster pace, combined with the fact Richard wasn’t racing 
anyone meant that we had to take somewhat of a stab in the dark as to how important 
carbs would be to his quest to run the length of both Australia and New Zealand. 
I suspected the need for carbs would be higher on Te Araroa, as the video footage 
and feedback coming in from Rich showed a trail with much more technical and 
hilly terrain (and more kilometres to cover each day), increasing the intensity of his 
running. Ultimately, we aimed for a high but not extreme amount of carbs to include 
in Rich’s diet – we figured we’d be safer to overdo it slightly than under-fuelling him.

As far as protein goes, research over the last few years has shown the importance of 
small but regular serves of protein over the day to maximise recovery and prevent 
breakdown of muscle should a significant energy deficit occur. This is particularly true 
in the first hour after exercise, when not only is protein important for muscle repair 
and recovery, but a decent serving of carbohydrate to rapidly restore muscle glycogen 
levels and help back up the next day. For this we used a combination of a recovery 
drink Richard was supplied by his sponsors, as well as supplementary foods and drinks. 
To add variety to the chocolate recovery shake, Rich and his partner Vickie quite often 
added the leftover (now cold) plunger coffee to the mix, making an iced mocha drink.
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There’s also adequate fibre to consider. A poor fibre intake won’t be a problem 
over a day or two, but it’s going to bite you on the bum (quite literally) if you 
continue like that for weeks at a time. And of course if there’s a lack of iron, 
calcium or other vitamins and minerals in the diet then the risk of illness 
starts to increase. So unlike a single day ultra Rich’s daily diet had to ensure 
adequate fruit and veg fitted in with the high carb and protein foods, whilst not 
overwhelming Rich with the physical quantity to be eaten.

Finally, there’s the practical issue of ensuring variety in the food and drinks 
available. Several months of the eating the same thing everyday will not do 
wonders for motivation or mental state. We achieved variety by providing 
Rich with several options for each type of snack, plus some basic guidelines 
and the three Australian Institute of Sport cookbooks for inspiration. Rich’s 
sponsorship during the BNT run from Foodworks supermarkets ensured he was 
well stocked up at every town, as well as some fresh produce donated by many of 
the generous locals that he and Vickie met along the way (including 5kg of meat 
from one friendly butcher – the only problem was storing it all!). 

So how did it all work out? After carefully monitoring his weight every week for 
the first couple of months, it became obvious that we’d gotten Rich’s nutritional 
needs right the first time. In fact, when he finished running the BNT in 
Cooktown in September Rich weighed in within one kilogram of his starting 
weight in Melbourne back in March! He and Vickie reported no issues with food 
variety. Te Araroa proved more challenging – there was less time to eat at each 
end of the day due to the extra distances covered and the need for sleep. And 
Rich’s appetite had been more variable as well. Having measured Richard’s body 
composition using Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) prior to leaving 
Melbourne and a few days after Te Araroa, we found that Rich only lost 1.7kg, 
but reduced body fat from 11.3% down to 5.1%. At the same time he gained 
2.7kg of lean body mass. A pretty good achievement all up.
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meal plan >
richard’s BnT meal plan was specifically designed  

to meet needs based on his weight,  
the kilometres being run, previous daily diet and  

practical circumstances of life on the trail.

Breakfast 

¾ cup low fat milk with 1 ½ cups low fibre  
cereal(eg. Corn Flakes, Rice Bubbles,  
Coco Pops or Nutri Grain)  
NB. This was switched to oats during  
Te Araroa because the longer running time  
and tougher terrain increased Rich’s  
appetite so he got hungry during the morning.

1 banana or apple  
1 cup coffee with milk 

during the run 

fluids >  
3 scoops Musashi Electrolyte  
Drink per 1000mL  
Aim for ~300-500mL/hr plus more water/ 
electrolyte drink if needed to prevent thirst. 

solids > 

Aim for 1 solid option every hour,  
except at lunch. Choose from >

1 PowerBar Gel ,  
½ PowerBar,  
1 Pack PowerBar Gel Blasts,  
1 Deb Savoury ‘Gel’,  
50g potato chips crushed (eg. Pringles),  
1 Vegemite/jam/honey sandwich

lunch Break 

This could come halfway through the run,  
or several hours after recovery foods  
depending on the day’s schedule.

2 sandwiches with ham/chicken/tuna,  
cheese and salad plus water to drink 

recovery eating  

Within the first hour after finishing for the day > 

2 ½ scoops Musashi Re-generator  
with 200mL milk,  
or Smoothie with milk/skim milk  
powder and flavours of your choice  
or 1 x 50g packet beef jerky  
(add 1 extra item below for carbs)  
or 1 small tin tuna with biscuits  
and 2 slices cheese 

plus any four of the following > 

1 muesli bar, 1 banana or apple,  
1 slice bread with jam/honey/peanut butter,  
50g packet potato chips  
or corn chips 

Within the second hour after finishing for the day> 

600mL soft drink, flavoured milk  
or strong cordial,  
plus two of the snacks above  

dinner 

Anything around 700 Calories,  
25-45g protein,  
50-80g carbs & low-mod. fat  
(Rich and Vicky used the AIS  
Cookbooks for recipe ideas)

dessert 

200g tub low fat yoghurt (not diet)  
or 1 cup custard plus 1 cup fruit salad  
or 1 banana, apple or orange 

other snacks  
throughout the day 

¼ cup mixed dried fruit and nuts 
As many cups of tea + honey as you like.

total 

19,000kJ (4545 Calories) 
49g fibre  
162g protein (~2.2g/kg)  
88g fat 
21mg iron 
755g carbohydrate (~10g/kg) 
1650mg calcium

2.2g/kg
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the runner’s   

    perspective >

What I learnt very quickly was that on the BNT 4 – 8 hours was 
the norm, on fairly undulated terrain, but on Te Araroa that 
would become 8 – 15 hours covering 2000m peaks almost daily. 
I thought I could make up the extra hours out on the trail with 
sports nutrition, consuming my 30-50g of carbs per hour as 
per the plan. This eventually took its toll and I found myself 
being hungry out on the trail. I made up with this by consuming 
more bars rather than gels and eating more in the evenings on 
my return to the campervan at night. Unlike the BNT I didn’t 
have Vickie forcing food down me, regardless of how I felt. This 
at the beginning would have been a benefit as I might have eaten 
more earlier on. After reaching the halfway mark on Ta Araroa 
I would be eating more lollies and chocolate like on the BNT, 
however this time I didn’t put any weight on, which was fine with 
me as I enjoy eating and be able to eat crap. This wasn’t however 
the correct way to eat. I was still eating all the good stuff, but 
topped up on the bad stuff too, which would affect how I woke in 
the mornings and play around with the way I felt.

Working with a sports dietitian gave me a huge understanding of 
my body and my diet on the whole. It would be very hard going into 
any of these projects without some expertise. Eating large amounts 
of food alone or upping your carb intake really isn’t going to help 
you. There has to be a balance in everything and you have to have the 
right things at the right time; only an expert can really know that. 
Everybody is different, there is always going to be a lot of trial and 
error, but working with Alan meant that I didn’t have to make too 
many errors and trial some real ways in enhancing my performance.

I run for hours at a time and with the other commitments I have in my 
life, I don’t have the time to research my diet. Working with somebody 
who knows all the scientific stuff makes this easier for me. Having 
weekly catch-ups meant I could discuss what was working and what 
wasn’t, it also kept me on track having to report to someone each week, 
there’s also no way you could tell a few fibs either…..they know exactly 
what happens to your body when you eat certain things based on the 
training your doing! *

richard Bowles’ gives insight into  
how he coped with  

mccubbin’s nutrition plan.
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Kinvara is a village in ireland.  
The name means “head of The sea”.  

Which is of absoluTely  
no relevance WhaTsoever To saucony’s  

Kinvara Tr Trail running shoe.  
fiTTing Then, ThaT There’s  

noT much of a connecTion beTWeen The  
Trail version of The Kinvara and  

The popular road going model, eiTher.

Rather than simply update the road going Kinvara with  
a rockplate toe protection and better grip – which may have 
been a winning upgrade in itself – Saucony has remodeled  
this shoe into its own beast with defiantly idiosyncratic 
tendancies that lean more towards the echo of one of the 
slicker Inov8s than one of its own brand. 

First thing you will notice is that the fit is at least half a size 
small. I tested the Saucony Peregrines (love, love, love) at  
the same time. Same size. Totally different fitting on my foot.  
The Kinvara’s sucked around my slab of meat with a narrow 
toe box and mid foot fitting.  This could work for a sockless 
run, however the length also came up toe-bangingly short.  

Don’t get me wrong, they are comfortable and super 
lightweight and I’d be interested in a half size up testing,  
but even then, the slim upfront design will be snug. 

For those with narrow feet and a minimalist leaning,  
these 4mm heel to toe drop puppies will delight, however,  
the ride being fairly firm with a stiffer sole, the aggressive  

SAUCONy kINVARA TR 

Great for > thin footed minimalists,  
short to middle distance technical trails

 Not so great for >  
fat footers, ultras

Test conditions >  
mostly singletrail, soft to firm,  
some graded track, technical, rocky, 95km+

Tester > Chris Ord  

Tester mechanics >  
Mid-foot strike. Slight pronator.  
Prefers minimal shoes, but technical trail.  
Medium width feet.

RRP $159.95 AUd / $199.90 NZ
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Low riders

lugs giving traction by the tonne and the rockplate providing 
enough protection despite the midsole being basic at best. 

Inside, a small heel cushion bump ergonomically kept my heels  
in tune with the shoe – if you have fat ankles, they may rub,  
but worked a treat on my concave heel anatomy. 

The upper is treated with Flexfilm, a web of lightweight but  
strong rubber giving some structural integrity to the otherwise  
full (extremely breathable) mesh covering. The gusseted tongue 
keeps out debris lower down but the gusset doesn’t rise high  
enough and the stitch finish lacks finesse.  

That all said, on trail, even in a pair a half size too small,  
these low-riding, trail munchers gave excellent trail feel despite  
the protective rockplate being firm. They felt like a purebred  
race shoe, perhaps more suitable for short sharp stuff, like the 
current crop of 6-15km distance trail series popping up around  
the country, which have fast but technical courses. 

www.saucony.com.au
SAuConY KInVARA tR >  trail shoe review8 6

www.saucony.com.au


“The Brooks Pure GriT 2 is The BesT Trail runninG  
shoe i’ve had The Pleasure of runninG on”.  

ThaT’s noT me. ThaT’s The runninG shoes Guru sPeakinG  
( www.runninGshoesGuru.com ) 

for my money, he’s noT 100% on The money,  
BuT my fooT is differenT To his. ThaT said, and (assumed)  

anaTomical differences aside, he’s sTill aBouT 89% correcT.  
The Pure GriT 2 runs a damn fine Performance  

on any form of flowinG dirT and is  
uP There wiTh some of The BesT on offer in  

The low heel-To-Toe droP sPhere (4mm in This case).

8 8 Brooks PureGrit 2 > trail shoe review

First impressions centre on fit and comfort. The shoe  
moulds snugly to the foot and the asymmetrical upper and 
lace system better distributes pressures on the top of the foot 
as it motions through strike. This design factor is evident  
and equally impressive on the new Brooks Cascadia 8s 
(reviewed edition #7), although the Grit 2s add in an elastic 
band, which does, well, look good if nothing else. 

You’ll immediately note the cushioning as super plush, 
especially for a minimalist shoe, yet it’s not at the expense  
of trail feel, which remains precise. The concave sole 
(running the width of the foot) adds to this ever so,  
working like a flexed spring, to splay out on each impact.

Following complaints with Pure Grit mark one that grip was 
appalling, Brooks claims that it has imbued the Son Of with  
a new, more aggressive outsole featuring multi-directional  
lug pattern. Aggressive is a stretch – while I can’t compare  
and contrast to the previous model (online reports seem to 
indicate this version is definitely grippier) – I would say the 
earth-suck is middling, with traction lost on fast, winding 
forays on gravel and loose dirt, while mud renders them skates. 

BROOkS PUREGRIT 2

Great for > door to trail, runners  
transitioning to minimalist heel-to-toe drops

 Not so great for >  
hardcore technical trails

Test conditions >  
mostly singletrail, soft to firm,  
some graded track, technical, rocky, 135km+

Tester > Chris Ord  

Tester mechanics >  
Mid-foot strike. Slight pronator.  
Prefers minimal shoes, but technical trail. 

RRP $199.95
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Grit and bare it

Toe protection is mid-weight but sufficient and the toe groove cut 
form the front sole gives a little independence to the big toe from 
its smaller brethren, again adding a pinkie’s worth to trail feel. 

The upper is light and breathable, although this has a downside – 
the structure of the upper is so barely there that for me, when on 
super twisty trails, my foot would slide over the footbed given any 
sideways momentum meaning my confidence to whip through fast 
flat corners suffered. 

Where the Pure Grit 2s really shine, however, is in general 
comfort. They also suit those wanting to transition across to a lower 
heel-toe ratio, as the heel is soft enough to take a heel strike as you 
tire and your form fades. 

I’d rate them as a great door to trail option and perfect for a runner 
wanting minimalist heel-to-toe with some rebound for longer 
training runs on non to semi-technical terrain. When the going gets 
really rough, I’d prefer to run the Cascadia 8s. Perhaps Brooks can 
consider a flatter-heeled Cascadia as a perfect middle ground? 

www.brooksrunning.com.au

www.runningshoesguru.com
www.brooksrunning.com.au
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its uneven terrain, steep slopes, 7500m of ascent/descent,  
thick jungle, torrential rain, and punishing humidity?).

At the time of the python encounter, Andy was beyond 
battling to finish in his race target time of 20 hours.  
He’d already taken a fall and fractured his hip. Andy limped  
his way through the remainder of the race – more than  
60 kilometres – eventually finishing in 40 hours.

He’s not done: he’ll be back, he says.

“It was definitely one of the wildest trips I’ve ever been on. 
Apart from the physical challenge, there’s the mental side  
of it. I’ll be back to have a crack at the 20 hour mark,” he says.

Papua New Guinean Pythons, be afraid *

“There were some Japanese tourists there and they loved it.  
They got some great photos. I do the snake handling on the  
side, not for the money, it’s for the thrill. I’ve dived with  
great white sharks, jumped out of planes and rode the most  
dangerous rapids in the Grand Canyon but nothing beats  
coming toe-to-toe with a tiger snake; words can’t describe it.”

Even so Andy reckons tough trail ultras offer an altogether  
bigger challenge than wrestling with disgruntled pythons.

“When I set my mind to doing something, I do it,” he says  
of tackling the Kokoda Trail, one of the toughest trail runs  
in the Southern Hemisphere (it’s a much maligned tagline,  
but who’s arguing when it comes to the 96km Kokoda with  

TraIL TaLeS >

s a y s  A n d y  Tu r n e r  ( p i c t u r e d ) ,  h e n c e f o r t h  

k n o w n  a s  ‘ S n a k e m a n’  a m o n g  t h e  t r a i l  r u n n i n g  c r o w d .

s o  i  W e n t  i n  a n d  p u l l e d  i t  o u t,”

“ i  saW  a  1 6 - f o ot  py t h o n  t h e r e  i n  t h e  B u s h 
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T r a i l 
P o r n

9 3

presents

9 2 tRAIl PoRn >

Left > Image by UT / Chris Ord 

potentially the first trail run (okay, there  

was a whack of walking and wheezing)  

up to paro taktsang, or tiger’s nest,  

the iconic mountainside monastery located  

at 3120m near paro valley in Bhutan.  

this is the finish for the first multi-day  

staged in the country happening in may: 

www.global-limits.com/the-last-secret.html

www.global-limits.com/the-last-secret.html
http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/


9 59 4 tRAIl PoRn >

Top Right > victoria’s mount Baw Baw is fast becoming  

a trail runner’s mecca with events including  

seasons of pain and the just-run Brooks trail run fest 

exploring pristine snowgum singletrack, including  

sections of the australian alpine Walking track. 

Photo by > Chris Ord

Bottom Right > our favourite trail porn queen,  

shona stephenson, proving she really does float  

over the earth, here at manly dam, nsW. 

Photo by > Michael Leadbetter

Presented by

http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/


Right > the man with an ultra plan - scott knabel  

on a mission to run his first ultra takes steps  

towards his goal on the half marathon  

at the Brooks trail run fest, mount Baw Baw. 

Photo by > Eliza Leer

Top Left > ridgelining at the shotover  

moonlight marathon at Ben lomond station, nZ. 

Photo by > www.activeqt.co.nz

Bottom Left > hong kong’s thriving trail running  

community have a playground: it’s called lantau island. 

Photo by > Lloyd Belcher Visuals  

www.lloydbelchervisuals.photoshelter.com 

9 79 6 tRAIl PoRn >

Presented by

www.activeqt.co.nz
www.lloydbelchervisuals.photoshelter.com
http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/
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Or maybe that’s just the sweet waft of dirt not-long ground  
into the lugs of your trail shoes, which sit by the front door —  
a welcome reminder of the weekend’s mountain jaunt. 

But the blood screams for more. The legs are sore, yet they  
pine for a warm down. A warm up. A flat out blast along  
some winding, wet, wonderful singletrack. But where to go?  
Only got an hour (which you know can stretch to three).

Trail Mag has the answer(s). Here. In this guide. Each edition  
we’ll bring you step by step trail run guides, all within an hour  
of a major city or town in Australia or New Zealand, all  
between 5km and 30km, all worth zipping out to for a trail fix. 

We’ve also included some post-trail goodness ‘cause we’re  
human; we’re caffeine freaks too (strong latte – sometimes 
double espresso, but only on race days), and we love  
the smell of fresh eggs and bacon after pounding the paths.  
Welcome to the goodness guide.

G u i d e s
You know they’re there: those pristine trails.  

Close. Not far from your doorstep. You can smell them… 

W i n  s a l o m o n  g e a r !
We need trail correspondents! If you think there’s a cracking trail  
the world needs to know about, go research it, write it up, shoot  
a photo and send it in. We do have a bit of a style going, so be sure to 
check out the guidelines and download the pro forma before you do at > 

www.trailrunmag.com/contribute

If your guide is chosen as the ‘Editor’s Pick’ of the issue, you’ll  
win some great Salomon Trail Gear. The best guide submitted  
to be published in Edition #9 (out June 2013) will receive  
an Agile 17 Hydro Pack (RRP $119), a stretch fit 17L beauty perfect  
for longer missions, plus a 1.5L Salomon bladder (RRP$59.99)  
and a 237mL Salomon soft flask (RRP$24.99).

So go running, get writing and start window shopping at >

www.salomon.com/au 

p r e s e n t s

Trail

www.trailrunmag.com/contribute
www.salomon.com/au
http://www.salomon.com/au
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TAmA LAkE  
 LOOP

R u n  I t  > 

From the main Chateau Car Park cut across the lawn at the side of  
the building and pick up a small track heading away from the hotel.  
Very shortly this joins with the Mangatepopo Track – turn left.

Follow this well made trail for about 1km to the Wairere Stream then  
turn right on the delightful Taranaki Falls Track and follow uphill to this  
stunning waterfall, just above where the track emerges from the bush.

Continue on up the steps to a junction above the Falls. Turn left and 
follow this trail for a few kilometres as it winds its way up and down across 
the high plateau, drinking in the stunning views as you go. At the next 
junction turn left on a boardwalked trail signposted to Tama lakes.  
You soon get your first view down into the crater and Lower Tama Lake.

Continue on uphill following the poled route up a well-defined ridge. 
This is the only bit of the trail that is remotely technical. You will eventually  
top out on a ridge from which you look down into both Upper and Lower  
Tama Lakes – really quite sensational and worth the work getting there.

From here re-trace your steps back to the junction above the Taranaki  
Falls and this time bear left to follow the obvious route back to the Chateau.

t R A I l  t I P S  > 

n E A R BY  toW n /C I t Y  >  Turangi, NZ 

d I StA n C E  F R o m  toW n  C E n t R E  > 
45 minutes drive from Turangi

ExACt loCAtIon > Start and finish behind  
The Chateau in Whakapapa Village

totAl RoutE dIStAnCE > 18.5 kms

totAl ASCEnt/dESCEnt > 500 metres

tImE to Run > Elite 2hr; novice 3.5hr

tYPE oF tRAIl Run >  
Loop with out and back extension

d I F F I C u lt Y  >  Moderate

dEFInInG ChARACtERIStICS > The trail  
is well formed the whole way, nothing technical

FEAtuRES oF IntERESt > Stunning views  
of Ruapehu, Ngauruhoe  and the Tama Lakes  
themselves. An area of unsurpassed natural beauty

BESt mAPS > The 1:80,000 Tongariro National  
Park map available from DOC offices will suffice

1 0 1

PoSt Run GoodnESS >

the Pihanga Café    that is attached to the Chateau does good coffee 
and toasted paninis or for a really good feed in front of a lovely 
roaring fire head down the hill to National Park and check out the 
Spiral Bar at   the Park travellers lodge

This guide courtesy of >   www.runningwildnz.com

Presented by
tA m A  l A K E S  >  n o Rt h  I S l A n d,  n z  >  Your Guide >Mal Law    runningwildnz.com 

www.runningwildnz.com
runningwildnz.com
http://www.salomon.com/au
http://www.chateau.co.nz/pihanga-cafe-tbar
http://www.the-park.co.nz/our-place/restaurant-and-bar.html
http://www.runningwildnz.com


m E E lu P  t R A I l ,  W E St E R n  Au St R A l I A  >  Your guide >Chris Jones

 M ag i c  
Meelup

R u n  I t  > 
If you wanted to give yourself a bitumen warm up you can start 
from the Dunsborough Town centre and head towards the  
beach and turn right along Geographe Bay Road. Follow the 
footpath for about 2.5 kilometres and stay adjacent to the beach.

The dirty trailhead starts at the end of Bay View Crescent near 
Hurford st. The trail follows the coast for 1.8km until you get  
to Castle Rock. At this point head 100 metres down to the beach 
before heading back through the bush. Follow the green Coastal 
Trail signs. After another kilometre and a half you arrive at Meelup 
Beach, one of the best swimming beaches in WA. You then need  
to head through the car park and turn right towards the point. 

Follow the trail toward Gannet Rock. 500 metres beyond it 
crosses the road and winds up a hill. This is a very rocky section 
for 2km to Eagle Bay. From this point on, the trail is not well  
sign posted. At Eagle Bay head across the road and down to  
the beach. At the beach face left and you will see at the end of  
the 800 metre stretch an opening to a car park. This is where  
you are aiming for, as the trail goes back along the bushland.

This part of the trail is hard going and winds close to the beach for  
a kilometre and a half before heading up and over a rocky ridge.  

t R A I l  t I P S  > 
n A m E  o F  t R A I l  R u n  >  Meelup Trail

n E A R BY  toW n  >  Dunsborough, 245km south of Perth

ExACt loCAtIon > Start the trail from Dunsborough  
Town Centre (adds 2kn of bitumen) or at Hurford St off Bay  
View Crescent on Geographe Bay where the trail heads bush.

tYPE oF tRAIl > Point to Point but it can be out and back.

totAl RoutE dIStAnCE > Approx 18km

totAl ASCEnt/dESCEnt > 750 metres

tImE to Run > 1.5 - 2 hours, there are some rocky ridges  
and sandy beaches to navigate.

d I F F I C u lt Y  >  Hard

dEFInInG FEAtuRES > mostly hard single track with  
sections of sandy beaches and some large rocky ridges.

PoIntS oF IntERESt > The track is a prelude to the Cape to Cape.  
It has significant geological features including rocky ridges and  
scenic cliffs as well as native flora and fauna, plus immaculate  
white sandy beaches, some of the best in WA, and coastal cliffs.

BESt mAPS >Google Maps, Hurford St Dunborough.  
There are no others.

This section is an adventure as the track is tight and the 
ridge is high and rocky. 

Once you are over the ridge, turn right, head over a  
sand dune and run along the beautiful Bunker Bay beach  
for 2km. If feeling adventurous follow the beach all the  
way to the point, clamber over rocks and head up the  
single track to the top of the ridge. There is also a bitumen 
shortcut at the end of the beach. 

The last part of the trail offers great views as you climb along 
the single track  which is sandy and has limestone in parts. 
This part is well sign posted and finishes at the start of  
the Cape to Cape track, the Cape Naturaliste Lighthouse.  

PoSt Run GoodnESS >
Dunsborough Town Centre offers several post run treats.  
the Pour house  is a good location for a cleansing ale  
and feed, with reasonably priced beers and food.  
The Tea Rooms at the Cape Naturaliste lighthouse  
offer cakes, teas and coffees if that is more your thing.

Presented by

http://pourhouse.com.au
http://www.salomon.com/au


R u n  I t  > 

First up let me be your Dad. The Kaimanawas are home to the most 
remote places in the North Island and if the weather turns it can  
be a nasty place with howling winds and freezing temperatures and  
zero visibility. Choose your day and take appropriate gear including  
all you need to navigate when you can’t see your hand in front of  
your face. There is no water sources until the last km of this loop,  
so ensure you take enough.

Parking at Umukarikari Track Carpark begin the 1000m climb  
to Umukarikari Summit.  The gradient is moderate with the odd  
steep bit thrown in for fun.  To start with you will be some beautiful 
bush on only mildly technical trail.  

After just over an hour (novice pace) you break out of the bush  
onto the tops and follow a poled trail through tussock and low scrub. 
With a bit of luck you will be spellbound by some stunning views. 

Wind your way along an undulating and gradually climbing ridge  
until just before the imposing Sharp Cone where you will come  
to an intersection. To your right is the ridgeline track to Urchin,  
which you will take but first bag Umukarikari which sits meekly  
behind Sharp Cone at a higher elevation.

u m u K A R I K A R I  >  n o Rt h  I S l A n d  n z  >  Your Guide >Craig Thomson
Presented by

U m U k a r i k a r i  –  
Urchin LOOP

Continue straight ahead, along a steep section as you sidle past Sharp 
Cone and then up a gentle climb to a knoll which is Umukarikari.  
Note: the track doesn’t actually attain the summit. You will need  
to pop off the track to your left where you will find a bunch of  
stone cairns. If the track starts descending you have gone too far 
(toward Waipakahi Hut)!

Having bagged the 1591m Umukarikari, backtrack to the intersection. 
Enter the bush here (look for the big orange triangle on a tree  
which marks the track).  A beautiful single technical track continues 
down. This will be slow going and watch out for stray Bush Lawyer. 
This nasty vine plant can gently dangle in your path and its hooks  
will draw blood. Brushing it away with a hand or face is not advisable.  

After this section, you will climb above the bush line and swing along  
a ridge overlooking the Waipakahi River.  An intersection appears 
with one track heading left down to the river (if you want to add  
a couple of hours “you could drop to the river for lunch, refill  
water bottles and then tackle the steep 500m vertical climb back up). 
From this intersection continue on to the beaten up Urchin Trig  
at 1392m, a great place for a rest, refuel and photos.

Dropping off Urchin, it’s back into the bush for some swift 
downhill running.  There is one track intersection on the way 
down not marked; head left. Once at the bottom at Urchin 
Carpark head left down the road, keeping right at any major road 
intersections (consult map if in doubt). 

After approx 4km of running you will pop out onto Kaimanawa 
Road again. Turn right and follow to where parked your car.

The “road bash” back to Umukarikari Carpark is shaded and 
pretty and generally flat or downhill.

t R A I l  t I P S  > 

n E A R BY  toW n /C I t Y  >  Turangi 

d I StA n C E  F R o m  toW n  C E n t R E  > 
19km, 25 minutes from Turangi

E x AC t  lo C At I o n  >  Start at Umukarikari Carpark

totA l  R o u t E  d I StA n C E  >  28km

totA l  A S C E n t/ d E S C E n t  >  1600m 

t I m E  to  R u n  >  Novice 7hr; elite 3.5hr

tYPE oF tRAIl Run > Loop

d I F F I C u lt Y  >  Moderate

d E F I n I n G  C h A R AC t E R I St I C S  >  
Well-manicured open bush trail along with shale and  
tussock on top lines. Spectacular views on the right day

F E At u R E S  o F  I n t E R E St  >  On a clear day  
views to rival anything in the North Island. Views of  
the Central Mountains, Lake Taupo, Inner Kaimanawas

B E St  m A P S  >  Topo50 map BH35 – Turangi,  
Topo50 map BH36 – Motutere;  www.topomap.co.nz 

PoSt Run GoodnESS >
Let’s be frank. Turangi is a dump and only good for gas.  
Head 9km north of Turangi to  licorice Café  on SH1, Motuoapa  
if you would like a good coffee.  

We usually hold out though and head for Taupo and   Waterside Bar 
on the waterfront for a bowl of hot thick cut chips and a very cold ale.   
I have never had more than stunning service form these guys.  
You can gaze upon the ridgelines you have just conquered and the 
central mountains, and sit in comfort around a big table for a yarn.

www.topomap.co.nz
http://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g255113-d1775675-Reviews-Licorice_Cafe-Taupo_North_Island.html
http://www.waterside.co.nz
http://www.salomon.com/au


Smoky  
C a p e  T raC k

R u n  I t  > 
Directions are from Little Bay to Smoky Cape. The run is possible the 
other way too, with parking available at both Little Bay and Smoky Cape.

Start your run at Little Bay Picnic Area. The trailhead for the Smoky Cape 
track is on the coastal side of Overshot Dam. This section of trail is easy  
to follow as the track is distinct. This first section of running gets steep  
and sees you on some rocky terrain as you make your way up the hill known  
as “Little Smoky”. You should hit the summit at about the 1.3km mark.

The descent of Little Smoky is fast and fun and, though it does get rocky 
and narrow in a few sections, the track is well defined. At 1.9km the 
singletrack comes out at an open area at the top of Gap Rd, with a sign to 
Little Bay pointing back up the hill you have just descended. Take note of 
this for the return journey, as you want to follow the singletrack you’ve 
just run, not the adjacent firetrail.

Cross the open area and take the ‘North Gap Beach Management Trail’ 
heading downhill towards the coast (this may be gated closed to vehicles). 
At the bottom you will arrive at a 4WD parking area for North Gap Beach 
where there is another track gate; walk around it and continue until you 

see a picnic table and a very small toilet block. Take the track on your right 
just before the toilet (some maps have this trail marked as Rainforest Track’), 
and 800m later you come to a T- junction at South Gap Beach where you 
again turn right (left takes you down to the beach). Follow the trail a short 
way until you come out at another parking area. Climb the steep unsealed 
access road up to yet another parking area, this time at the end of Gap Beach 
Rd 4.2km into the run. Cross the open area, staying left, and you come 
to another steep firetrail (closed to vehicles). Follow this uphill for 500m 
until you come to a track junction. Continuing straight is the Green Island 
firetrail, and to your right is the Smoky Cape track – this is the one you want. 
Now on the Smoky Cape track, the trail is self-guiding. Follow the beautiful 
singletrack all the way to its end at Captain Cook’s lookout, or continue on a 
little further to take in the view from Smoky Cape lighthouse. 

Once you’ve had your fix of scenery, follow your tracks all the way back  
to Little Bay. Remember at the end of Gap Rd (after climbing the firetrail 
from North Gap Beach) to choose the singletrack behind the Little Bay  
sign, not the firetrail to the right of it.

t R A I l  t I P S  > 
n E A R BY  toW n  >  South West Rocks (5km, 5min drive)

ExACt loCAtIon > Little Bay Picnic Area 

tYPE oF tRAIl > Out and back

totAl RoutE dIStAnCE > 14.2km (return)

totAl ASCEnt/dESCEnt > 615 metres

tImE to Run > 1-1.5 hours  
or enjoy the scenery and take 2-3 hours

d I F F I C u lt Y  >  Moderate, with some solid climbs

dEFInInG FEAtuRES > Rainforest, singletrack, steep  
firetrail, creek crossings, spectacular coastline and ocean views

PoIntS oF IntERESt > Spectacular coastal views,  
Smoky Cape lighthouse (a little further on from  
the turnaround point), rainforest trails

BESt mAPS >  NSW National Parks. You can also pick up a  
paper map at the Big 4 Trial Bay, on your way out to Little Bay.

PoSt Run GoodnESS >

When you arrive back at Little Bay, there is the option to  
add on a scenic loop taking you north towards Trial Bay Gaol. 
Follow the directions for the Monument Hill and Powder 
Magazine tracks for a breathtaking 3km, with spectacular  
views from numerous vantage points along the way. 

Presented by
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h At  h E A d  n At I o n A l  PA R K ,  n SW  >  Your guide > Matt Judd    www.juddadentures.com.au

It is a short drive to  trial Bay Kiosk & Restaurant   from  
Little Bay where you can enjoy breakfast or lunch with a view.  
If you have run from Smoky Cape instead, the  Smoky Cape Cafe   
with its quirky mix of cafe vibe and at-home décor is worth 
stopping in at for a quick bite to eat or a coffee. South West  
Rocks also has a number of options for food or drinks, with  
The Heritage Seaside Cafe being the pick for a tasty coffee  
or the  Seabreeze Beach hotel   a great spot if you are  
looking for a drink of the amber variety.

www.juddadentures.com.au
http://www.trialbaykiosk.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Smoky-Cape-Cafe/178770915494740
http://www.seabreezebeachhotel.com.au/site/
http://www.salomon.com/au
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